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Kane Megamullion, an oceanic core complex near the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (MAR) abutting the Kane Transform, exposes nearly the
full plutonic foundation of the MARK paleo-ridge segment. This
provides the first opportunity for a detailed look at the patterns of
mantle melting, melt transport and delivery at a slow-spreading
ridge. The Kane lower crust and mantle section is heterogeneous, as
a result of focused mantle melt flow to different points beneath the
ridge segment in time and space, over an 300^400 kyr time scale.
The association of residual mantle peridotite, dunite and troctolite
with a large 1kmþ thick gabbro section at the Adam Dome
Magmatic Center in the southern third of the complex probably represents the crust^mantle transition. This provides direct evidence for
local melt accumulation in the shallow mantle near the base of the
crust as a result of dilation accompanying corner flow beneath the
ridge. Dunite and troctolite with high-Mg Cpx represent melt^rock
reaction with the mantle, and suggest that this should be taken into
account in modeling the evolution of mid-ocean ridge basalt
(MORB). Despite early precipitation of high-Mg Cpx, wehrlites
similar to those in many ophiolites were not found. Peridotite modes
from the main core complex and transform wall define a depletion
trend coincident with that for the SW Indian Ridge projecting
toward East Pacific Rise mantle exposed at Hess Deep.The average
Kane transform peridotite is a lherzolite with 5·2% Cpx, whereas
that from the main core complex is a harzburgite with only 3·5%

Cpx. As the area corresponds to a regional bathymetric low, and the
crust is apparently thin, it is likely that most residual mantle along
the MAR is significantly more depleted. Thus, harzburgitic and
lherzolitic ophiolite subtypes cannot be simply interpreted as slowand fast-spreading ridges respectively. The mantle peridotites are
consistent with a transform edge effect caused by juxtaposition of
old cold lithosphere against upwelling mantle at the ridge^transform
intersection. This effect is far more local, confined to within 10 km
of the transform slip zone, and far smaller than previously thought,
corresponding to 8% as opposed to 12·5% melting of a pyrolitic
mantle away from the transform. Excluding the transform, the overall degree of melting over 3 Myr indicated by the peridotites is uniform, ranging from 11·3 to 13·8%. Large variations in
composition for a single dredge or ROV dive, however, reflect local
melt transport through the shallow mantle. This produced variable
extents of melt^rock reaction, dunite formation, and melt impregnation. At least three styles of late mantle metasomatism are present.
Small amounts of plagioclase with elevated sodium and titanium
and alumina-depletion in pyroxene relative to residual spinel peridotites represent impregnation by a MORB-like melt. Highly variable
alumina depletion in pyroxene rims in spinel peridotite probably represents cryptic metasomatism by small volumes of late transient
silica-rich melts meandering through the shallow mantle. Direct evidence for such melts is seen in orthopyroxenite veins. Finally, a late
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hydrous fluid may be required to explain anomalous pyroxene sodium
enrichment in spinel peridotites. The discontinuous thin lower crust
exposed at Kane Megamullion contrasts with the 4700 km2
1·5 kmþ thick Atlantis Bank gabbro massif at the SW Indian
Ridge (SWIR), clearly showing more robust magmatism at the
latter. However, the SWIR spreading rate is 54% of the MAR
rate, the offset of the Atlantis II Fracture Zone is 46% greater and
Na8 of the spatially associated basalts 16% greaterçall of which
predict precisely the opposite. At the same time, the average compositions of Kane and Atlantis II transform peridotites are nearly identical. This is best explained by a more fertile parent mantle beneath
the SWIR and demonstrates that crustal thickness predicted by
simply inverting MORB compositions can be significantly in error.

WORDS: peridotite; mantle; mineral chemistry; oceanic
lithosphere; partial melting

KEY

I N T RO D U C T I O N
We present the results of a detailed study of the mineralogy
and petrology of peridotites, dunites, troctolites and veins
representing systematic sampling of the shallow mantle
and crust beneath a single slow-spreading magmatic ridge
segment. This gives the first detailed picture of the pattern
of sub-axial mantle melting, melt transport, and melt
delivery beneath a ridge. These rocks are exposed at the
Kane Megamullion, a large 760 km2 oceanic core complex in the rift mountains of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR) south of the Kane Fracture Zone (FZ). This complex was extensively dredged and sampled by ROV
during R.V. Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2 in 2004 (Dick et al.,
2008), and the transform wall bounding it to the north
was systematically sampled by the submersible Nautile on
the 1992 Kanaut expedition (Auzende et al., 1993, 1994).
Data for the transform wall are largely from Ghose et al.
(1996) and Ghose (1997), whereas we present new data for
the main core complex to the south.
We show that the mantle underwent a relatively constant
overall moderate degree of melting both in time and
space at the ridge segment scale. Local variability at the
outcrop scale is often large, but reflects melt^rock reaction,
hybridization, and solution channeling to produce dunite
during melt transport through the shallow mantle and
crust^mantle transition. These effects are particularly
apparent in an area of focused melt flow in the southern
third of the paleo-ridge segment at 3 Ma (Dick et al.,
2008). There, in addition to primitive interbedded
olivine-gabbros and cumulate troctolites, a large suite of
dunites, olivine-rich troctolites and mantle veins occur,
equivalent to the crust^mantle transition zone seen in
ophiolites. Adjacent to the Kane FZ, where the transform
wall was extensively sampled by submersible (Auzende
et al., 1992, 1994), the mantle is relatively undepleted
(Ghose et al., 1996; Ghose, 1997). This provides evidence for
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a transform edge effect, as previously proposed from a few
widely spaced samples (Michael & Bonatti, 1985; Ghose
et al., 1996). Our data, however, show that despite the
large Kane Transform offset (150 km), the effect is limited
to within 10 km of the plate boundary, and not over
160 km as previously inferred. The mantle beneath the
paleo-segment is depleted harzburgite not lherzolite,
despite its position far from a hotspot along one of the deepest sections of the MAR. This suggests that most shallow
mantle beneath slow-spreading ridge segments is highly
depleted, as in the Pacific, casting into doubt the classification of ophiolites as representing fast- or slow-spreading
crust on the basis of peridotite modal compositions. It also
argues for similar extents of melting beneath slow and fast
ridges, which helps explain the uniformity of mid-ocean
ridge basalt (MORB) major element compositions, and
why to a first order their trace element and isotopic compositions reflect that of the source, and not the melting
process.

G EOLO G IC A L A N D T EC TON IC
S ET T I NG
Plate tectonic setting
The Kane Megamullion formed by a long-lived detachment fault that unroofed gabbro and serpentinized mantle
peridotite at the western wall of the MAR rift valley at its
eastern intersection with the Kane Fracture Zone. The
complex lies between 238150 N and 238450 N, and 458130 W
to 458260 W, 30^35 km west of the modern rift valley
(Fig. 1). It represents accretion of lower crust and mantle
from 3·3 to 2·1 Ma (Williams, 2007). The complex
extends 40 km south of the fracture zone to the
238150 N non-transform axial discontinuity. This discontinuity represents the paleo and modern spreading segment
end and is marked by a bathymetric depression and the
occurrence of serpentinized peridotite with pillow basalt
on the rift valley wall, rather than gabbros and diabase as
found to the north (Me¤vel et al., 1991). The segment north
of the discontinuity (MARK area or Mid-Atlantic Ridge
Kane) corresponds to the Kane Megamullion paleo-ridge.
It has apparently normal seismic structure with slightly
thin 4^5 km thick crust and attenuated gravity, whereas
the segment to the south has crustal thickness of 6^7 km
and more normal gravity (Purdy & Detrick, 1986; Morris
& Detrick, 1991). No seismic evidence exists for a currently
active magma chamber (Detrick et al., 1990). Like many
core complexes, Kane Megamullion formed during
strongly asymmetric spreading, 17·9 mm/year to the west
and 7·9 mm/year to the east (Williams et al., 2006).

Physiography
The Kane Megamullion is distinguished from the surrounding rough, ridge-parallel, lineated volcanic terrain
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Shaded relief bathymetric map from GeoMapAp, showing the location of the Kane Megamullion and the eastern ridge^transform
intersection of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge with the Kane Fracture Zone (MARK area). Yellow dashed line corresponds to the central magnetic
anomaly area of the Kane Megamullion boxed in red on left side of the map with crust of the same age boxed on the right side. (b) Tectonic
interpretation of the Kane Megamullion modified from Dick et al. (2008) and references therein. Green dashed lines are ridge-parallel volcanic
lineaments, Heavy tabbed lines are detachment fault zone terminations, lightly tabbed lines are detachment breakaway zones. , ocean drilling
sites. Active transform fault zone indicated by continuous blue line and its inactive trace by the dashed blue line. The ridge axis is indicated by
a double blue line. Non-transform discontinuity trace is from Cannat et al. (1995).

by its relatively smooth surface and spreading-parallel corrugations or ‘mullions’ with amplitudes up to several hundred meters (Fig. 2). These features are typical of Atlantic
and Indian Ocean core complexes (Tucholke et al., 1998,
2008; Ohara et al., 2001; Searle et al., 2003; Okino et al.,
2004; Cannat et al., 2006). The main core complex consists
of a series of four smooth and two irregular domes or ‘turtlebacks’ (Fig. 2): Mt. Ararat and Babel Dome in the
north, Abel and Cain Domes in central region, and Adam
and Eve Domes to the south. These paired domes are separated by a long NNE^SSW high-angle normal fault that
may have localized off-axis eruption of basalt, but exposes
massive peridotite and gabbro beneath the detachment
fault surface in the southern two-thirds of the complex
(Fig. 2). The transform wall is the northern flank of the
core complex, and where uneroded by landslips, the
detachment surface is continuous, curving smoothly down
to merge into the transform floor (see Dick et al., 2008,
Fig. 4). Lineations on the uneroded surface on the transform wall are horizontal, and it is evident that the detachment fault merges with the transform fault, representing a
continuous curvilinear plate boundary. Thus, the rocks
forming the core complex and the transform wall represent
one body, produced by corner flow at the ridge^transform
intersection. The transform wall then represents a fossil
plate boundary, and not a simple cross-section of the
ocean crust (Dick et al., 2008). The primary stratigraphic
relationships exposed on the transform wall represent lateral intrusion of gabbro into mantle peridotite emplaced

in the transform domain at the ridge^transform intersection (see Dick et al., 2008, fig. 13b).

Map distribution of lithologies: a
heterogeneous lower crust and mantle
The distribution of lithologies (diabase, gabbro and peridotite) over Kane Megamullion provides direct evidence
for large-scale lateral heterogeneity of the lower crust and
mantle beneath the paleo-ridge (Dick et al., 2008). This is
consistent with a large-offset (6 km) multichannel seismic
experiment imaging the upper 0·5^1·7 km of the crust
(Canales et al., 2008). This heterogeneity appears to be
caused by focused melt flow through the mantle to different points beneath the segment in time and space on a
300^400 kyr time scale. This contrasts with previous
models for focused melt flow principally toward the
mid-point of a segment (e.g. Whitehead et al., 1984; Kuo &
Forsyth, 1988; Dick, 1989; Lin et al., 1990), or intruded randomly beneath the ridge to create a sort of ‘plum-pudding’
mix of lower crust and mantle lithologies (e.g. Cannat,
1993; Tartarotti et al., 1995a).
There are three principal lithological assemblages: (1)
hanging-wall debris rafted onto the detachment surface;
(2) a detachment fault zone assemblage; (3) basement
rocks. Each of these is interpreted differently to reassemble
the crustal architecture at the point of accretion. Only
rocks from the headwalls of large landslips and
high-angle normal faults cutting below the detachment
surface are taken as unambiguously indicative of basement
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Fig. 2. Shaded-relief bathymetric map (illuminated from the SE) and simplified tectonic interpretation of the Kane Megamullion based on
SeaBeam bathymetry from Knorr Cruise 180-2. Contour interval is 100 m. Larger pie diagrams show lithological proportions by weight in
dredge and dive collections from the Knorr and Kanaut expeditions; smaller pie diagrams indicate lithologies reported in the literature where
proportions are not available (I. Ghose, unpublished data, 1997). Tracks of Jason II dives 110^117 and Nautile dives KAN 9^17 are shown in red,
as are dredge locations. Small colored circles show lithology at Nautile sample locations. Dredge, Jason, and Nautile dive numbers are labeled.
Shaded regions indicate areas of possible off-axis volcanism. Modified from Dick et al. (2008).
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stratigraphy. The detachment zone assemblage represents a
me¤lange of footwall and hanging-wall rocks often in talc^
tremolite^serpentine schist. This zone also localized intrusion of gabbroic veins and later diabase. The hanging-wall
debris consists of: (1) weathered but otherwise unaltered
and undeformed pillow basalt rubble; (2) diabase, commonly altered in the greenschist facies, scattered ubiquitously over the detachment surface. These rocks allow
reconstruction of the hanging-wall stratigraphy in addition
to that of the footwall. For example, even though dike
rocks are largely absent in the basement assemblage in the
central Cain and Abel region, abundant diabase dredged
from the overlying detachment surface and sampled in
the detachment fault zone testifies to a former dike complex, whereas the scarcity of gabbro in all three assemblages indicates the absence of a gabbroic layer (Dick
et al., 2008).
Except for late intrusive sills and dikes, the detachment
zone assemblage generally shows significant deformation,
with high-temperature granulite or upper amphibolitefacies crystal-plastic mylonite peridotite and gabbro
overprinted by cataclastic deformation and extensive
greenschist- or lower-temperature-facies alteration.
Diabase has typically undergone cataclastic deformation,
but little or no crystal-plastic deformation. Talc^serpentine
schist is extensively exposed on the detachment fault surface, even over areas where the basement consists solely of
gabbro or diabase, as has also been found at other core
complexes (Dick et al., 2001; Ildefonse et al., 2007). Thus
where these schists overlie massive gabbro, this probably
represents talc and serpentine intrusion along the active
detachment fault from adjacent areas where the fault cut
hydrating mantle rocks.
Gabbros from the transform wall and dredged from
Babel Dome are largely olivine gabbro and minor oxide
gabbro. The associated peridotites from basement exposed
in landslips are granular harzburgite and minor lherzolite
(Ghose, 1997; Dick et al., 2008). Ignoring ultramafic schists,
the contact between gabbro and peridotites on the wall
beneath Babel Dome appears deeper than beneath
Mt. Ararat, probably representing a change from relatively
weak to strong magmatic activity at around 2·8 Ma
(Dick et al., 2008).
In the central region, the basement assemblage consists
of 87% granular harzburgite and minor lherzolite, 1%
dunite and 12% gabbro. The gabbros are generally highly
altered, but where identifiable, 54% are oxide gabbro and
46% are olivine gabbro. The large majority are clearly
intrusive veins. The hanging-wall assemblage contains
abundant pillow basalt and diabase, but little gabbro.
In the southern region, 11% of the basement rocks are
dunite, 18% harzburgite and 19% diabase, and over half
are gabbro. At Adam Dome inliers of the dike^gabbro
transition and the crust^mantle transition are found on

West Fault, exposing a basement plutonic sequence for
more than 1km below the detachment fault.
Thus at the time represented by the position of East
Fault (3 Ma), there were magmatic centers in the north
and south respectively, with a large intervening section in
the center of the segment where the crust consisted of
pillow lavas and sheeted dikes directly overlying the
mantle intruded by minor gabbro (Dick et al., 2008). In
this central region there is little evidence for shallow
mantle melt transport in the form of dunites or primitive
troctolite. To the south, around Adam and Eve Domes,
the abundant dunite associated with mantle harzburgite,
primitive troctolite and olivine gabbro all show that large
amounts of primitive melt were transported through the
shallow mantle and delivered to the crust there. The
Canales et al. (2008) seismic data suggest that the eastern
portion of Cain Dome is underlain by a large gabbro
body, as a result of either expansion of the Babel Dome
magmatic center to the south or formation of an entirely
new center. Their data further suggest that the irregular
terrain east of Adam Dome represents a transition to
weak magmatism and mixed gabbro^peridotite basement,
even as magmatism was resurgent beneath Cain Dome to
the north consistent with dredge results at Eve Dome.

P E T RO G R A P H Y
Methods
One hundred and twenty-five peridotites, veins and associated dunites, troctolites and olivine gabbros were selected
for petrographic analysis. Of these, 99 samples representing 121 lithologies had sufficient relict primary mineral for
further analysis. These included 56 spinel harzburgites, 14
plagioclase harzburgites, four spinel lherzolites and three
plagioclase lherzolites. Fifteen peridotites had late igneous
veins, ranging from troctolite to oxide gabbro with
inverted pigeonite, and four had early mantle veins,
including an olivine websterite, two orthopyroxenites and
spinel^olivine gabbronorite. In addition, there are 16
dunites, and four troctolites and troctolitic gabbros.
Peridotite textural analysis is limited to pyroxene and
spinel because of intense olivine alteration, which is preserved in only 27 of the samples and 12 of the 27 analyzed
by Ghose (1997). Thirty-one peridotites were point counted
on 2" 3" thin sections at 1mm point spacing (Table 1).
Throughout this study, we compare our data with those
for 17 Atlantic and Indian Ocean transforms. Some of
these data are unpublished, but the majority were presented by Dick (1989).

Mantle lithologies
Shown in Fig. 3 are proportions of ultramafic rocks
described by us in thin section and by Ghose (1997) compared with those point counted for the Atlantic and
Indian Ocean transforms (Dick et al., 1984). At transforms
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Table 1: Peridotite modal analyses
Sample

Lat.

Long.

(N)

(W)

Lithology

Ol

Opx

Cpx

Sp

Pl

Points

Notes

Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2, Main Core Complex
2-5-1

23·471

45·358

Harzburgite

83·8

14·4

1·1

0·7

0·0

2511

2-5-2

23·471

45·358

Harzburgite

84·0

13·3

2·1

0·5

0·0

2420

2-5-3

23·471

45·358

Lherzolite

80·7

11·1

7·9

0·2

0·0

2407

2-5-9a

23·471

45·358

Lherzolite

64·4

30·4

4·3

0·8

0·0

2031

2-5-29

23·471

45·358

Harzburgite

78·3

21·0

0·3

0·3

0·1

2266

2-12-5

23·607

45·286

Harzburgite

77·7

16·7

4·8

0·8

0·0

2367

2-12-6

23·607

45·286

Pl harzburgite

76·8

14·3

7·9

0·2

0·8

2518

2-14-28

23·461

45·306

Harzburgite

76·1

19·2

4·6

0·1

0·0

2483

2-14-37

23·461

45·306

Harzburgite

80·8

13·9

4·8

0·6

0·0

2714

2-14-66

23·461

45·306

Harzburgite

78·6

18·8

2·0

0·6

0·0

2363

2-15-26

23·455

45·279

Harzburgite

81·7

16·7

1·1

0·4

0·0

2060

2-17-17

23·480

45·384

Harzburgite

73·0

23·7

3·0

0·4

0·0

2445

2-18-36

23·482

45·417

Harzburgite

73·6

21·6

4·5

0·3

0·0

1457

2-19-20

23·519

45·362

Harzburgite

70·5

23·6

5·5

0·5

0·0

2420

2-21-1

23·364

45·377

Harzburgite

71·2

25·5

2·9

0·4

0·0

2483

2-21-4

23·364

45·377

Harzburgite

75·9

21·5

2·3

0·3

0·0

2378

2-21-8

23·364

45·377

Harzburgite

83·2

14·0

2·4

0·4

0·0

2564

Oxide gabbronorite vein

2-21-9a

23·364

45·377

Pl harzburgite

80·6

13·6

4·7

0·1

1·0

2545

Olivine gabbro vein

2-28-16

23·383

45·382

Pl harzburgite

76·4

20·0

2·9

0·3

0·4

2450

Gabbro vein

2-28-17

23·383

45·382

Pl lherzolite

74·8

13·5

8·0

0·9

2·9

2327

Gabbro vein

2-28-34

23·383

45·382

Harzburgite

75·1

22·0

2·2

0·7

0·0

2549

Jas112-1

23·466

45·359

Harzburgite

77·6

18·1

4·0

0·3

0·0

2526

Jas112-10

23·468

45·355

Pl harzburgite

87·1

12·0

0·4

0·1

0·5

2179

Jas112-38

23·472

45·356

Harzburgite

84·4

13·5

1·3

0·6

0·2

2720

Jas112-44

23·474

45·354

Harzburgite

82·5

14·0

2·7

0·6

0·2

2566

Jas112-63

23·473

45·350

Lherzolite

68·8

24·3

6·4

0·5

0·0

2460

Jas112-71

23·474

45·350

Harzburgite

81·6

14·9

3·0

0·4

0·0

2526

Jas112-84

23·477

45·348

Harzburgite

71·8

23·5

4·1

0·6

0·0

2440

Jas112-116

23·471

45·350

Pl harzburgite

73·8

21·5

3·9

0·6

0·2

2420

Jas113-2

23·471

45·359

Harzburgite

81·8

17·1

0·6

0·5

0·0

1781

Jas113-40

23·476

45·360

Harzburgite

82·8

14·2

2·7

0·4

0·0

2252

Average

77·7

18·1

3·5

0·5

0·2

2375

Kanaut Expedition transform wall peridotites from Ghose (1997)
D2-2-2

23·633

45·332

Harzburgite

61·8

32·8

4·7

0·7

—

—

D2-3-6

23·633

45·332

Harzburgite

78·4

17·0

4·7

0·9

—

—

Kan-3-1

23·627

44·962

Harzburgite

77·5

21·1

1·1

0·3

—

—

Kan-14-6

23·641

45·293

Harzburgite

74·1

22·1

3·7

0·2

—

—

Kan-15-6

23·625

45·324

Harzburgite

69·4

25·6

4·5

0·5

—

—

Kan-16-1

23·648

45·343

Harzburgite

71·0

24·2

3·9

0·9

—

—

D1-1B-1

23·625

45·267

Lherzolite

69·6

24·0

5·0

1·3

—

—

Kan-14-8

23·640

45·294

Lherzolite

76·9

16·4

6·0

0·8

—

—

Kan-15-3

23·641

45·319

Lherzolite

76·7

16·1

6·3

0·9

—

—

Kan-19-2

23·742

45·592

Lherzolite

69·0

18·4

11·7

0·9

—

—

Average

72·4

21·8

5·2

0·7
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Plagioclase
Peridotite

N=347
Lherzolite
17.3 %

Plagioclase
Peridotite

13.6 %

38.6 %

Harzburgite

Harzburgite

61.8 %

39.2 %

Lherzolite
Harzburgite

Kane Megamullion

Plag Peridotite
Dunite

Transform Peridotites

Fig. 3. Pie diagram showing the proportions of peridotites studied in thin section from (a) the Kane Megamullion, and (b) 17 Indian and
Atlantic Ocean transform faults (Dick, 1989). Dunites are over-represented in the Kane dataset, which was otherwise chosen to be representative
of the entire sample suite.

plagioclase peridotite and harzburgite are the dominant
lithologies, whereas dunite is the least abundant.
Lherzolite is more abundant in the transform peridotites
compared with the sub-axial mantle at the Kane
Megamullion. In both groups, however, dunite was oversampled for thin section study, although the other lithologies are proportionally representative of what was
collected. The actual amount of dunite relative to peridotite in the Kane dredge samples is 4·6% by weight (10·6%
by number), whereas the transform suites contain 2·3%
by weight (Dick, 1989). No dunite has been reported from
the transform wall flanking the Kane Megamullion. A
scarcity of dunites is characteristic of transform faults, as
also observed by Brunelli et al. (2006) for the Vema
Fracture Zone, where dunite, as a fraction of the peridotites, constituted 51% of 33 peridotite dredge hauls.
Internal to the Kane Megamullion, the main core complex peridotites appear more depleted than those from the
transform wall, with an average of 3·5 vol. % diopside
(Fig. 4a), compared with an average of 5·8 vol. % in the
flanking transform wall peridotites (Ghose, 1997). The
average Cpx content for the Atlantic and Indian Ocean
transform suites, which include transforms near mantle
hotspots, is 3·9 vol. % (Fig. 4b). Modal compositions for
the main core complex define a rough trend in the pyroxene^olivine ternary similar to SW Indian Ridge (SWIR)
peridotites (Fig. 4c), consistent with the residues of variable
degrees of partial melting (e.g. Dick et al., 1984). When

averaged by dive or dredge, this trend is accentuated, and
lies along that for the SWIR (Fig. 4d) at the low-Cpx end
corresponding to relatively high degrees of mantle melting.

Spinel harzburgite and lherzolite
Plagioclase-free spinel harzburgites and lherzolites are
typical abyssal peridotites, generally heavily serpentinized
with subsequent argillation of relict olivine as a result of
seafloor weathering. Hydrothermal alteration is unusually
intense, with many samples partially or completely altered
to talc^serpentine or talc^tremolite schist. Significant
chlorite-, tremolite-, talc-, or amphibole-bearing veins
occur in 19 samples; however, the majority contain at least
some talc and tremolite, and more rarely aluminous
amphibole. Texturally, the population is bimodal
(Figs 5^7), with the larger proportion of our samples showing relatively intense crystal-plastic deformation, grading
to porphyroclastic 2 or higher with a peak at deformation
grade 3 (protomylonite), often completely obscuring earlier weak porphyroclastic or ‘protogranular’ mantle fabrics.
The second peak at 0·5 (protogranular) largely represents
granular peridotites from landslip headwalls and faults
cutting several hundred meters beneath the detachment
surface. The overall intense hydrothermal alteration, cataclasis, and crystal-plastic deformation reflect proximity to
the detachment fault surface. Deformation initially localized in fresh peridotite, forming mylonites similar to
those reported by Jaroslow et al. (1996), suggesting that
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Fig. 4. Volume per cent modal pyroxene in (a) Kane Megamullion peridotites and (b) 17 Atlantic and Indian Ocean transform fault peridotite
suites. (c) Mineral modes for SWIR transform peridotites from Dick et al. (1989) and for Kane Megamullion peridotites (this study). (d) Kane
Megamullion and SWIR mineral modes averaged by dredge or dive. ‘Transform wall’ represents the average mode of peridotites from the
flank of the Kane Megamullion from Ghose (1997), and the Kane Fracture Zone average includes 21 additional analyses of older samples.

strain localization began at 46008C and then continued
down through greenschist-facies brittle alteration to ambient seafloor temperatures.
Protogranular harzburgites and lherzolites are similar to
those in many ophiolites (Fig. 6), with an average pyroxene
grain size of 4 mm. Pyroxene is characterized by smooth
deeply embayed grain boundaries and often complex geometries (Fig. 6a^c), in contrast to the generally equant,
rounded, and often kinked or stretched pyroxene in porphyroclastic peridotites (Fig. 6d^f). The term ‘protogranular’ originally referred to peridotite xenoliths that had
escaped deformation since the olivine^spinel transition.
This is unrealistic for mantle emplaced at a ridge, and
these textures probably reflect static equilibration at the
end of mantle upwelling (e.g. Ceuleneer & Cannat, 1997).
Clinopyroxene, enstatite, and spinel are not always randomly distributed, but frequently occur in clusters
(Fig. 6f), suggesting breakdown of a higher temperature
pyroxene with excess spinel produced by incongruent melting of the pyroxene (e.g. Dickey, 1976). Chromian spinel is
generally holly-leaf textured (Fig. 6g), although vermiform
and euhedral to subhedral spinel is found in a few samples.
In some cases, lineated spinel trains occur that probably

crystallized from migrating melt (Fig. 6h). Although protogranular and porphyroclastic textures are often treated as
successive, in many of our samples textural elements of
either appear to overprint the other. Thus, we associate
protogranular texture with textural modification as a
result of reaction with melt, whereas porphyroclastic textures appear to reflect dislocation creep at relatively high
strain rates.
The more deformed samples range from well-foliated
porphyroclastic (grade 2) to ultramylonite (grade 5).
These samples are characterized by rolled pyroxene
augen (Fig. 7a), often intensely kinked, or elongate
stretched grains defining a foliation (Fig. 7b) and ribbon
structured olivine in the protomylonites (Fig. 7c). With
increasing intensity of deformation, there is sharp decrease
in grain size as a result of dynamic recrystallization
(Fig. 7d). Protomylonitic textures may preserve some elements of protogranular texture, whereas these disappear
in the foliated mylonites, with only rolled or stretched pyroxenes present in a fine-grained mass of recrystallized olivine (Fig. 7e). In ultramylonites (Fig. 7f), most pyroxene
augen have disappeared and the rock may appear unfoliated in hand sample despite the intense deformation.
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Fig. 5. Crystal-plastic deformation intensities plotted for spinel and plagioclase peridotites from the Kane Megamullion based on shipboard
sample descriptions. Scale is an arbitrary classification: 0, undeformed protogranular; 1, porphyroclastic, no foliation; 2, porphyroclastic, clear
foliation; 3, protomylonite; 4, mylonites; 5, ultramylonite.

Curiously, spinel in some mylonites appears to be concentrated in pressure shadows around pyroxene augen, or
may even be euhedral (Fig. 7a at upper right of large Opx
augen). Crystal-plastic deformation appears to have continued down from high temperatures until the appearance
of massive talc (Fig. 7g).
Thirteen of 104 dredges from 17 Atlantic and Indian
Ocean transforms have similar mylonite peridotites, while
around 5% of all abyssal peridotites are mylonites (Dick,
1989). Where recovered, mylonite generally constitutes
nearly all the peridotites in a dredge (Dick, 1989), suggesting that thick shear zones (tens of meters) are common
on transform walls. Brunelli et al. (2006) similarly reported
peridotite mylonites in five of 33 Vema Transform dredges,
constituting more than 80% of the peridotite in four samples. Massive peridotite mylonites crop out at St. Paul’s
Rocks at the crest of a transverse ridge flanking the St.
Paul’s FZ on the MAR. The mylonites are oriented perpendicular to the ridge, but dip 60^708E across the 150 m
wide island (Melson et al., 1972), representing a 465 m
thick shear zone. Peridotite mylonites are a fairly common

feature of transform walls, consistent with the occurrence
of detachment fault surfaces there. The significantly
reduced grain size of olivine in mylonites has been demonstrated to promote shear localization and their presence
on transform walls suggests the importance of ductile
deformation mechanisms for detachment faults (Warren
& Hirth, 2006).

Plagioclase peridotites
Fourteen per cent of the Kane Megamullion peridotites
contain accessory plagioclase (Fig. 3). Because of intense
alteration, however, this is indicated largely by its characteristic prehnite^chlorite pseudomorphs. These can be difficult to recognize in highly altered samples, and are often
found only because of the presence of high spinel TiO2
(40·15 wt %), a characteristic indicator of plagioclasebearing peridotites (Dick & Bullen, 1984; Dick, 1989;
Cannat et al., 1990; Lagabrielle & Cannat, 1990; Seyler &
Bonatti, 1997; Tartarotti et al., 2002), leading to
re-inspection of the thin section. These pseudomorphs are
mineralogically and texturally distinct from serpentine
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Fig. 6. Photomicrographs of Kane Megamullion peridotites exhibiting protogranular to porphyroclastic textures. (a) Kn180-2-18-36 protogranular enstatite. (b) Kn180-2-18-36 protogranular pyroxene texture in matrix of serpentinized and argillitized olivine. (c) Jas112-84 protogranular clinopyroxene preserved in porphyroclastic grade 1 peridotite. (d) Jas112-84 kinked enstatite porphyroclast in partially serpentinized
olivine matrix. (e) Jas112-84 clinopyroxene augen in recrystallized olivine matrix in porphyroclastic peridotite. (f) Jas112-84 porphyroclastic
clinopyroxene^orthopyroxene cluster with intervening pyroxene neoblasts in a partially serpentinized olivine matrix. (g) Jas112-63 holly-leaf
spinel in serpentine matrix after olivine and orthopyroxene. (h) Kn180-2-5-9 holly-leaf spinel trails in partially serpentinized porphyroclastic
peridotite.
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Fig. 7. Photomicrographs of protomylonite to ultramylonite Kane Megmullion peridotites. (a) Kn180-2-19-30 extreme kinking in an enstatite
porphyroclast in a peridotite protomylonite. (Note euhedral spinel at upper right corner of the porphyroclast with a round silicate inclusion.)
(b) Jas112-38 stretched enstatite augen in a grade 4 peridotite mylonites. (c) Kn180-2-17-18 ribbon structured olivine bands in a protomylonite.
(d) Kn180-2-19-31 clinopyroxene augen rimmed by neoblasts in a matrix of partially serpentinized and argillitized olivine in a peridotite mylonite. (e) Kn180-2-17-9 partially serpentinized peridotite mylonite with relict pyroxene augen. (f) Jas113-12 ultramylonite zone in spinel peridotite. (g) Jas113-71 talc band separating 100% partially serpentinized and argillitized peridotite mylonite from grade 2 porphyroclastic
peridotite with fresh relict olivine. (h) Kn180-2-28-16 plagioclase^spinel symplectite adjacent to partially pseudomorphed enstatite grain in an
olivine matrix. Plagioclase is pseudomorphed by grey high-relief hydrogrossular of prehnite, whereas clear white mineral corona on left side
of the symplectite is a mixture of serpentine, talc and tremolite.
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Fig. 8. Histogram of volume per cent modal plagioclase in (a) Kane Megamullion plagioclase peridotites and (b) abyssal plagioclase
peridotites.

pseudomorphs of olivine and pyroxene. They have a
unique interstitial or blebby appearance, and often form
sub-triangular masses at olivine triple junctions, giving
the distinct impression that plagioclase crystallized late
from trapped or transient melt at shallow depth, generally post-high-temperature porphyroclastic deformation.
Plagioclase is present only in small amounts, generally
51 vol. % (Fig. 8, Table 1), and occurs isolated in groundmass olivine, but is commonly first recognized adjacent to
pyroxene or as coronas around or as symplectitic intergrowths with spinel (e.g. Fig. 7h). Except for the plagioclase and anomalous Cpx abundance in a few samples
(Fig. 4c), there is little that is different texturally from
plagioclase-free spinel peridotites. Plagioclase peridotites
appear in all three peridotite-bearing dredges from Adam
and Eve Domes, but in only four of the remaining 14
peridotite-bearing dredges from the main core complex.

Mafic veins
Mafic veins are fairly abundant in the Kane Megamullion
peridotites. Although many have relict minerals, they are
often highly altered, consisting only of prehnite and chlorite after plagioclase, and talc, serpentine, chlorite or

amphibole after olivine and pyroxene. These veins are similar to others reported in abyssal peridotites (Constantin
et al., 1995; Tartarotti et al., 1995b; Cannat et al., 1997;
Morishita et al., 2004), most notably from near 238N. They
span the range of abyssal gabbro compositions from
troctolite through olivine gabbro, gabbro, gabbronorite,
pigeonitic oxide gabbro to oxide gabbro, lacking only
trondhjemite. This sequence matches those at the major
oceanic gabbro complexes drilled at Hole 735B at Atlantis
Bank, Site 921, at the MARK inside-corner high, and
Hole 1309D at the Atlantis Massif, consistent with a differentiation series crystallized from MORB. A single
spinel-bearing olivine gabbronorite vein has mantle-like
pyroxene compositions containing Cpx and Opx with
Mg-number 91·9 and 90·7 respectively, and spinel with
Cr-number of 48. It is similar to gabbronorites from Hess
Deep, interpreted as representing MORB crystallized
during high-temperature reaction with mantle wall-rocks
(Dick & Natland, 1994). As in other abyssal peridotite studies, the gabbroic veins appear to have intruded largely
after the ductile deformation associated with mantle
upwelling. Locally they show evidence of crystal-plastic
deformation and cataclasis, believed to be associated with
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Fig. 9. (a) Photomicrograph of a clinopyroxene (pseudomorphed) bastite oikocryst in poikilitic dunite sample Kn180-2-27-4. The white blebs
all have uniform extinction and cleavage, demonstrating that they originally formed a single clinopyroxene grain. Groundmass is entirely serpentinized and argillitized olivine. (b) Oxide gabbro vein (An38·3, Cpx Mg-number 70·0) cutting serpentinized porphyroclastic peridotite in
sample Kn180-2-19-11 (Opx Mg-number core 82·4, rim 73·0). Arrows point to contact between the peridotite (stained dark red near the contact)
and the gabbro. Gabbro shows intense grade 3 mylonite crystal-plastic deformation, whereas the peridotite is a grade 1·5 porphyroclastic peridotite. (c) Gabbro vein (An41, Cpx Mg-number 73·7) intruding spinel harzburgite (Sp Cr-number 30·0, Cpx Mg-number 91·1, Opx Mg-number
90·9) in sample Kn180-2-19-18. Both gabbro and peridotite are crystal-plastic deformation grade 3 mylonites.
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Fig. 10. Kane Megamullion dunites, gabbro veins and troctolites. (a) Kn180-2-21-7 dunite crosscut by olivine gabbro vein (Fo82·3, An60·5, Cpx
Mg-number 83·3, Sp Cr-number 58·0), with apophyses leading into the dunite, which is irregularly impregnated with clinopyroxene and plagioclase. Olivine in dunite is virtually 100% argillitized to orange^brown clay. (b) Kn180-2-21-9 partially serpentinized plagioclase peridotite
crosscut by a crystal-plastically deformed troctolite vein. (Note apophyses extending from the main vein into the peridotite and patches of
white prehnite^chlorite after plagioclase indicated by red arrows.) (c) Kn180-2-21-12 olivine-rich troctolite interpreted as disaggregated dunite
(Fo84·9) impregnated by plagioclase (An66^72·9) and granular clinopyroxene (Mg-number 87·6). (d) Kn180-2-21-13 foliated olivine-rich troctolite
(Fo86·1, An74·2, Cpx Mg-number 87·2).

the detachment faulting that often localized on the veins
rather than the enclosing peridotites (Fig. 9b). Less often
the veins were deformed with the peridotite (Fig. 9c). This
is similar to the preferential deformation of gabbro veins
in the MAR 14^168N Ocean Drilling Program (ODP)
Leg 209 peridotites (Kelemen et al., 2004).
Gabbro veins are not uniformly distributed across the
Kane Megamullion. Primitive varieties are largely limited
to the crust^mantle transition zone suite around Adam
and Eve Domes, whereas more evolved oxide gabbro and
olivine gabbro predominate at Cain and Abel Domes to
the north. In general, chilled margins are uncommon,
and in many cases the actual contacts with the peridotites
are sutured (e.g. Fig. 10a), with the vein and host minerals
interlocking across the contact. Host peridotites do not

always have plagioclase present, but where present it is
interstitial and appears related to the vein (Fig. 10a and
b). This indicates that the peridotites were at or very close
to the melt temperature, as otherwise impregnation would
have been prohibited by formation of chilled margins.

Ultramafic veins
In addition to the gabbroic veins, an olivine websterite, an
orthopyroxenite, and a plagioclase orthopyroxenite were
found. The olivine websterite has mineral compositions
very similar to the typical depleted Kane Megamullion
spinel peridotite (Fo90·5, spinel Cr-number 33·7, Cpx
Na2O 0·10 wt %), and the orthopyroxenites have similarly
high-magnesium pyroxene with relatively low alumina
contents, particularly on their rims. The orthopyroxenite
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plagioclase is some of the most calcic found at Kane
Megamullion (An95·6). Figure 1 in the online supplementary data shows plagioclase orthopyroxenite Jas112-64
from Cain Dome in contact with weathered harzburgite
and cross-cut by a sheared oxide gabbro vein intruded at
high temperature (no chill zone), along a fault that offset
the peridotite-pyroxenite contact. This demonstrates a) a
high-temperature origin for the pyroxenite, b) that it predates intrusion of the oxide gabbros, c) that intrusion of
the oxide gabbros occurred under anhydrous conditions
near the brittle-ductile transition.

Dunites
Dunite occurs in two parageneses at the Kane
Megamullion: first as isolated samples from massive
mantle outcrops where the East Fault exposes the basement
beneath Cain Dome, and in a dredge from the south side
of Abel Dome (Dive 113 and Dredges 5 and 18). Nine additional dredges and dives recovering peridotite from Cain
and Abel Domes failed to recover dunite, and it amounts
to only 1·2 vol. % of the peridotites from there. These
dunites crosscut harzburgite in some samples, and often
contain accessory or small segregations of spinel. The contacts are usually sharp, with the abrupt disappearance of
pyroxene. Such dunites, though volumetrically small,
occur widely in ophiolites and in abyssal peridotite
dredges. They are generally interpreted as products of
melt^rock reaction during focused melt flow as the phase
field of olivine expands and that of pyroxene contracts in
an ascending melt (e.g. Dick, 1977; Kelemen et al., 1997;
Quick, 1981b; Suhr, 1999). The second dunite paragenesis is
in close association with harzburgite and massive gabbro
and troctolite at Adam and Eve Domes in the southern
third of the Kane Megamullion. This suite is considerably
more complex, and appears to represent an exceptional
in situ exposure of the crust^mantle transition zone, and
we therefore describe it in detail below.

Adam Dome Magmatic Complex
At the Adam Dome Magmatic Complex gabbros intercalated with sheeted dikes were sampled in massive outcrops
on the face of West Fault by two Jason Dive 117 traverses
and Dredges 25 and 27 (see Dick et al., 2005, fig. 8).
Primitive troctolite, olivine gabbro and oxide gabbro were
found in nearly equal proportion (Lissenberg & Dick,
2006). Although we lack whole-rock data, these rocks
from Hole 735B, added in equal proportions, have a bulk
composition similar to primitive MORB (Mg-number
68·5). Such proportions then, including some dunite, are
roughly those expected for in situ differentiation of a parental melt. Post-cumulus melt^rock reaction progressively
replaced olivine with Cpx and calcic plagioclase with
more sodic plagioclase, buffering melt compositions and
progressively reacting troctolite to olivine gabbro

(Lissenberg & Dick, 2008). Some gabbros then underwent
crystal-plastic deformation not seen in the dikes, indicating
that the section was intruded and subsequently recrystallized at depth prior to emplacement into the zone of dike
injection (Dick et al., 2008). Dredge 27 at the northern
flank of Adam Dome recovered a suite of five troctolites,
36 olivine gabbros, and 21 oxide gabbros similar to
the main magmatic complex. Twenty of these have crystal-plastic deformation ranging up to ultramylonite.
The dredge, however, also recovered 15 dunites, 22 poikilitic dunites, two plagioclase dunites, and 10 plagioclaseharzburgites and metaperidotites, one with a dunite^harzburgite contact. Consequently, we believe that the dredge
crossed the distal end of the complex near the detachment
fault surface, sampling both the base of the gabbro section
and underlying rocks from the crust^mantle transition
zone.
The Dredge 27 dunites range from pure olivine with
accessory chrome spinel, to poikilitic dunite with 1^4%
Cpx oikocrysts and 0^10% plagioclase. Fourteen of the
dunites and two plagioclase harzburgites have veins ranging from troctolite to gabbro. As a result of intense alteration, little primary mineralogy is left; however, textural
interpretation can be made from plagioclase and Cpx
pseudomorphs. Cpx occurs as 1cm oikocrysts, as either
a series of isolated blebs at olivine triple junctions with uniform extinction (Fig. 9a), or as fully connected sponge-like
crystals enclosing or partially enclosing numerous round
olivines. Plagioclase is interstitial to olivine, often occurring as sub-triangular patches mimicking triple junctions.
Poikilitic dunite is characterized by Cpx oikocrysts,
although plagioclase is usually more abundant and sometimes occurs by itself. The delicate Cpx oikocrysts suggest
little deformation, although in the one case with relict
plagioclase the latter has deformation twins. Fine-grained
0·1^0·4 mm equant anhedral to euhedral spinel is ubiquitous at 0·5^2 vol. %, contrasting sharply with the generally coarser 0·1^2·5 mm holly-leaf and vermicular spinel
in the harzburgites and lherzolites. One sample also
contains minor ophitic brown amphibole enclosing olivine
instead of Cpx (Kn180-2-27-33). The poikilitic dunites
were originally described as wehrlitic dunites in hand
sample (Dick et al., 2008), but in nine thin sections, all but
one, with a single Cpx oikocryst, contained previously
undetected plagioclase pseudomorphs.
The troctolites are texturally heterogeneous, ranging
from fine- to coarse-grained. Olivine is interstitial to plagioclase in some and the reverse in others. Four samples
have near cotectic proportions of equigranular plagioclase
and olivine (60:40), including a vein in a poikilitic
dunite with branches extending into and locally impregnating it, which indicates direct cumulate crystallization
from a melt. One olivine-rich troctolite which has a
sutured contact with a 2 cm olivine gabbro vein
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(Kn180-2-27-37), however, is texturally and compositionally distinct. It consists of 10^15% plagioclase pseudomorphs in bleb-like interstitial arrays at olivine triple
junctions, 3% fine-grained equant spinel and 51%
fine-grained equant Cpx. The olivine-rich troctolite is
clearly texturally transitional to the poikilitic dunites and
appears to have formed by impregnation of dunite.
Dredge 28 on the back-tilted detachment fault surface on
the east side of Adam Dome recovered abundant granular
harzburgite and two dunites. Both dunites are in contact
with peridotite, and one has a few medium-grained patches
of plagioclase and clinopyroxene. A chrome-spinel olivinegabbronorite vein occurs in one dunite. Numerous other
olivine-rich (20^35%) gabbro and equigranular oxide
gabbro veins occur in the peridotites, with four tabular
oxide gabbro mylonite fragments appearing to be
broken-out veins. Both plagioclase-bearing and plagioclase-free harzburgite and lherzolite occur. The
olivine-rich gabbro has sutured contacts with the peridotite
where vein and matrix minerals interlock. This and the
absence of chill zones suggest melt^rock reaction, and
thus the olivine-rich gabbros are probably hightemperature veins associated with melt impregnation
in the plagioclase peridotites. The oxide gabbros, with
sharp contacts produced by brittle fracturing, however,
appear to represent later intrusions when the host peridotite was cooler.
Dredge 21, where East Fault cuts Eve Dome, recovered
dunite, olivine-rich troctolite, and harzburgite cut by
numerous veins ranging from troctolite to oxide gabbro.
Eve dome is small compared with Adam Dome to the
west, and seismic data suggest that the basement east of
Adam Dome consists of a mixture of small gabbro bodies
intruded into partially serpentinized mantle, rather than
the large body found at Adam Dome (Canales et al.,
2008). Dredge 21, then, may represent the underpinnings
of the Adam Dome Magmatic Complex, brought to the
surface by continued detachment faulting as local magmatic accretion waned.
Little olivine is left in the Eve Dome dunites, and interpretation is again based on spinel textures, plagioclase
pseudomorphs and some relict Cpx. The dunites, and
most olivine-rich troctolites, have the same small equant
0·1^1·5 mm anhedral to subhedral or euhedral chromian
spinel (mostly 0·1^·4 mm) as in the Dredge 27 samples.
The dunite is very irregularly impregnated by interstitial
plagioclase and small amounts (up to 5%) of fine granular
Cpx. The plagioclase pseudomorphs often have dentate
contacts with the olivine pseudomorphs, suggesting dissolution^reprecipitation where olivine reacted with the
impregnating melt. The olivine-rich troctolites, in turn,
appear to be largely partially to fully disaggregated
dunite, with much less plagioclase (20%) than expected
for direct cotectic crystallization. They consist of often
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idiomorphic olivine, with flat faces partially enclosed by
interstitial plagioclase (Fig. 10c). Fine-grained granular
Cpx appears to have co-precipitated with the plagioclase.
Experiments show that this olivine texture can be produced by reaction between melt and a disaggregating
dunite or peridotite (Boudier, 1991; Van Den Bleeken et al.,
2009). Similar olivine-rich troctolites have been described
from the Oman crust^mantle transition zone (Boudier &
Nicolas, 1995). One troctolite is strongly foliated (Fig. 10d)
with little evidence of crystal-plastic deformation, indicating mineral alignment by crystal mush flow.
Gabbroic veins in the harzburgite and dunite are highly
altered, and include troctolites with sutured contacts with
interlocking vein and matrix mineralogies. Plagioclase
and Cpx often impregnate harzburgite and dunite adjacent
to veins, which locally branch into the peridotite (Fig. 10a
and b). These veins again appear to be cogenetic with peridotite and dunite impregnation, as they are in the Oman
transition zone. Oxide gabbro veins also occur, but like
Dredge 28, they appear to be later than the troctolites.

M I N E R A L O GY
Analytical procedures
Major elements were analyzed in situ on polished thin sections using a JEOL JXA-733 Superprobe at MIT, operated
at 15 kV accelerating potential with a 10 nA beam current.
Analyses were calibrated using silicate minerals and
Cr-spinel. Olivine, spinel, and plagioclase were analyzed
with a 10 mm beam. Counting times were typically 40 s on
peak and background. Six points were analyzed per grain
with random points on olivine, where grain boundaries
are indistinct because of alteration, and as core^rim traverses in spinel and plagioclase. Because of mutual exsolution, pyroxene bulk compositions were determined using
contiguous 10-spot traverses on cores and rims. Data
reduction used modified matrix correction factors (Bence
& Albee, 1968; Albee & Ray, 1970). Analyses were discarded if average totals were outside 98·5^101·5 wt %, or
if point totals were not within the expected 2s analytical
standard deviation. Based on repeat basalt glass analyses,
elements occurring at 410 wt % are reproducible within
2%, elements at 510 wt % are reproducible within 5%,
and elements at 51wt % level are reproducible within
30% (Gaetani & Grove, 1998). Tables 2^6 give representative data, and the full dataset is given in Electronic
Appendix 1 (available for downloading at http://
www.petrology.oxfordjournals.org).

Olivine
Olivine in the peridotites has a large range of composition
(Fo 78·6^92·4) compared with typical residual
plagioclase-free abyssal peridotites (Fo 89·5^91·5). In general, plagioclase peridotites tend to have iron-rich olivine
compared with plagioclase-free peridotites (Fig. 11),
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Table 2: Olivine compositions
Sample

Lithology

SiO2

TiO2

Al2O3

Cr2O3

FeO

MnO

MgO

CaO

NiO

Total

Fo

Notes

Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2, Main Core Complex
Dr5-29

Harzburgite

41·1

0·00

0·03

0·05

8·43

0·13

50·7

0·07

0·37

100·8

91·5

Alteration vein

Dr5-31

Olivine websterite

40·4

0·00

0·00

0·00

9·26

0·15

49·7

0·02

0·41

99·9

90·5

Vein in harzburgite

Dr14-37

Harzburgite

40·6

0·01

0·00

0·01

8·98

0·13

50·3

0·04

0·34

100·4

90·9

Dr14-66

Harzburgite

40·9

0·00

0·00

0·02

9·25

0·15

49·4

0·02

0·33

100·0

90·5

Dr14-70

Lherzolite

39·2

0·01

0·00

0·02

16·66

0·23

43·3

0·02

0·33

99·9

82·3

Dr17-18

Harzburgite

40·4

0·00

0·00

0·01

8·88

0·10

49·5

0·02

0·37

99·3

90·9

Dr21-4

Harzburgite

40·8

0·01

0·00

0·01

9·18

0·12

50·0

0·06

0·37

100·5

90·7

Dr21-7b

Olivine gabbro

38·9

0·02

0·02

0·01

16·73

0·24

43·2

0·03

0·18

99·4

82·2

Vein in Pl-Cpx Dunite

Dr21-9a

Pl harzburgite

40·3

0·01

0·00

0·02

9·56

0·17

49·0

0·05

0·28

99·3

90·1

Troctolite vein

Dr21-12HD

Olivine-rich troctolite

39·5

0·03

0·01

0·01

14·36

0·20

45·4

0·07

0·23

99·7

84·9

Dr21-12JL

Olivine-rich troctolite

39·4

0·00

0·00

0·00

14·46

0·20

45·6

0·05

0·22

99·9

84·9

Dr21-13

Olivine-rich troctolite

40·0

0·00

0·00

0·00

13·26

0·19

46·2

0·03

0·20

100·0

86·1

Dr21-14

Olivine-rich troctolite

40·0

0·00

0·00

0·00

12·33

0·16

47·4

0·02

0·16

100·1

87·3

Dr27-37b

Olivine gabbro

40·1

0·01

0·01

0·00

10·95

0·15

48·3

0·05

0·28

99·8

88·7

Vein in Ol-rich troctolite

Dr27-38b

Troctolite

39·9

0·00

0·00

0·00

11·24

0·17

47·9

0·07

0·31

99·6

88·4

Chlorite vein

Jas112-1

Harzburgite

40·6

0·00

0·02

0·00

9·12

0·12

49·8

0·05

0·37

100·1

90·7

Chlorite vein

Jas 112-44

Harzburgite

40·6

0·01

0·00

0·01

9·27

0·13

49·6

0·06

0·38

100·0

90·5

Chl–Am vein

Jas 112-49

Harzburgite

41·1

0·00

0·00

0·00

9·35

0·12

49·4

0·03

0·38

100·4

90·4

Jas112-63

Lherzolite

40·6

0·00

0·00

0·00

8·95

0·14

49·3

0·06

0·37

99·5

90·8

Tc vein

Jas112-71

Harzburgite

40·9

0·00

0·00

0·00

8·92

0·12

49·4

0·04

0·36

99·8

90·8

Tc–Chl vein

Jas112-84

Harzburgite

40·8

0·00

0·00

0·00

9·12

0·14

49·6

0·05

0·36

100·0

90·6

Metagabbro veins

Jas113-38

Dunite

40·2

0·00

0·00

0·03

10·12

0·16

48·5

0·02

0·37

99·4

89·5

Tc–Tr schist

Jas 113-55a

Harzburgite

39·6

0·03

0·01

0·03

14·73

0·22

44·9

0·05

0·37

100·0

84·5

Oxide gabbbronorite vein

Jas113-57b

Pl harzburgite

38·6

0·01

0·00

0·01

19·69

0·31

40·7

0·06

0·28

99·6

78·6

Oxide pigeonite gabbro vein

Jas113-59a

Pl harzburgite

39·4

0·02

0·00

0·03

17·19

0·25

42·9

0·07

0·30

100·1

81·6

Gabbronorite vein

Jas113-71

Harzburgite

40·1

0·00

0·00

0·00

10·89

0·13

47·9

0·03

0·37

99·4

88·7

Tc–Serp–Ap schist

Jas114-19a

Harzburgite

41·0

0·00

0·01

0·00

9·21

0·14

50·3

0·02

0·38

101·0

90·7

Gabbro vein

Jas 114-20

Harzburgite

40·9

0·00

0·00

0·00

8·82

0·14

50·0

0·01

0·36

100·2

91·0

Kanaut Expedition transform wall peridotites from Ghose (1997)
D1-1B-1

Peridotite

40·7

0·01

0·00

0·00

9·86

0·14

49·1

0·01

0·39

100·2

89·9

D2-2-2

Peridotite

40·4

0·01

0·00

0·00

9·46

0·13

48·7

0·05

0·37

99·2

90·2

Porphyroclastic

D2-3-1

Peridotite

40·0

0·00

0·20

0·03

9·28

0·13

49·4

0·01

0·38

99·4

90·5

Mylonite

D2-3-4a

Peridotite

40·3

0·01

0·01

0·02

11·71

0·17

47·5

0·03

0·33

100·1

87·9

Mylonite

D2-3-5a

Peridotite

40·9

0·01

0·00

0·00

9·50

0·14

50·7

0·02

0·34

101·6

90·5

Mylonite

D2-3-10

Peridotite

39·8

0·01

0·00

0·01

14·58

0·23

45·1

0·03

0·33

101·6

84·6

Mylonite

Kan12-9

Peridotite

40·5

0·00

0·00

0·01

9·36

0·16

49·4

0·06

0·37

99·8

90·4

Mylonite

Kan14-6

Peridotite

40·9

0·00

0·00

0·00

9·39

0·12

49·2

0·07

0·38

100·0

90·3

Kan14-8

Peridotite

41·1

0·00

0·00

0·01

8·80

0·12

50·0

0·03

0·39

100·5

91·0

Kan15-3

Peridotite

40·4

0·01

0·00

0·03

9·44

0·17

49·8

0·08

0·38

100·3

90·4

Kan16-5

Peridotite

39·2

0·01

0·00

0·00

14·23

0·20

45·4

0·01

0·31

99·4

85·0

Kan16-7

Peridotite

39·7

0·01

0·00

0·01

13·79

0·17

44·8

0·01

0·31

98·8

85·3
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Table 3: Representative orthopyroxene compositions
Sample

Lithology

SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Cr2O3 FeO

MnO MgO CaO Na2O Total Mg-no. En

Fs

Wo Notes

Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2 Main Core Complex
Dr5-31

Olivine websterite

54·4 0·02 3·61

0·74

5·86 0·11

32·4

2·25 0·00

99·4 90·8

86·8

8·8 4·4

Dr14-37

Harzburgite

55·1 0·05 3·73

0·78

5·86 0·14

32·3

1·81 0·12

99·9 90·8

87·5

8·9 3·5

Dr14-66

Harzburgite

54·8 0·06 4·04

0·90

5·82 0·14

31·7

1·99 0·05

99·5 90·7

87·1

9·0 3·9

Dr15-26

Harzburgite

54·3 0·02 4·07

0·90

5·72 0·09

32·3

2·09 0·02

99·5 91·0

87·2

8·7 4·1

Dr21-4

Harzburgite

55·5 0·01 3·69

0·85

5·93 0·10

32·7

1·92 0·02

100·8 90·8

87·4

8·9 3·7

Dr21-8a

Harzburgite

55·6 0·02 3·86

0·81

6·03 0·15

32·6

1·70 0·02

100·8 90·6

87·6

9·1 3·3

Oxide gabbronorite vein

Dr21-9a

Pl harzburgite

55·9 0·02 2·55

0·86

6·19 0·16

33·0

1·93 0·02

100·7 90·5

87·2

9·2 3·7

Troctolite vein

Dr27-2c

Pl harzburgite

55·7 0·15 2·69

0·80

6·17 0·13

32·9

1·82 0·06

100·5 90·5

87·3

9·2 3·5

Dunite & metagabbro veins

Dr28-9a

Pl harzburgite

56·1 0·15 2·16

0·70

6·59 0·14

32·6

1·90 0·06

100·4 89·8

86·5

9·8 3·7

Olivine gabbro vein

Dr28-13b

Sp–Ol gabbronorite 55·6 0·08 2·33

0·70

6·06 0·13

33·2

1·72 0·01

99·8 90·7

87·7

9·0 3·3

Dr28-16

Pl harzburgite

56·4 0·08 2·16

0·71

6·87 0·14

33·2

1·27 0·04

100·8 89·6

Jas 112-49

Harzburgite

55·2 0·03 3·51

0·71

6·07 0·14

32·1

1·47 0·03

99·3 90·4

87·8

Jas112-64

Pl orthopyroxenite

55·2 0·07 3·66

0·63

6·20 0·14

32·2

2·19 0·00

100·2 90·2

86·4

9·3 4·2

Jas 112-65

Orthopyroxenite

55·7 0·07 2·71

0·63

6·29 0·14

33·1

1·32 0·00

100·0 90·4

88·1

9·4 2·5

Jas 112-84

Harzburgite

9·1 3·7

87·4 10·2 2·4

Vein in harzburgite

Metagabbro veins

Vein in harzburgite
Gabbro vein

9·3 2·9

54·9 0·05 3·89

0·79

6·08 0·10

32·8

1·95 0·02

100·6 90·6

87·2

Jas 113-59a Pl harzburgite

53·8 0·10 3·19

0·74

11·59 0·22

28·9

1·58 0·04

100·2 81·7

79·1 17·8 3·1

Gabbronorite vein

Jas113-59b

52·7 0·46 1·51

0·01

18·39 0·41

23·7

2·21 0·04

99·4 69·7

66·6 28·9 4·5

Vein in harzburgite

Gabbronorite

Table 4: Representative clinopyroxene compositions
Sample

Lithology

SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Cr2O3 FeO

MnO MgO CaO Na2O Total Mg-no. En

Fs

Wo Notes

Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2 Main Core Complex
Dr19-11b

Oxide gabbro

50·9 1·03 2·78

0·05

11·84 0·30

15·4

17·0 0·45

99·8 70·0

44·9 19·4 35·7 Vein in harzburgite

Dr19-18a

Gabbro

52·4 0·69 2·42

0·06

9·38 0·28

14·7

19·7 0·48

100·1 73·7

42·9 15·4 41·7 Vein in harzburgite

Dr21-7b

Ol gabbro

51·8 0·66 2·99

0·30

5·85 0·16

17·1

20·2 0·38

99·4 83·9

48·9

9·4 41·6 Vein in Pl-Cpx dunite

Dr27-37b

Ol gabbro

50·2 0·79 4·07

1·24

3·34 0·19

18·1

20·2 0·44

98·5 90·6

52·5

5·4 42·1 Vein in Ol-rich troctolite

Dr28-13b

Sp–Ol gabbronorite 52·1 0·19 3·87

1·43

2·83 0·10

18·0

20·7 0·50

99·7 91·9

52·2

4·6 43·2 Vein in harzburgite

Dr21-12

Troctolite

50·0 1·49 4·21

1·24

4·11 0·13

15·9

21·4 0·53

99·0 87·3

47·2

6·9 45·9

Dr27-37a

Troctolite

51·9 0·75 3·52

1·39

2·92 0·11

16·8

22·2 0·52

100·1 91·1

48·8

4·8 46·4

Dr21-9b

Troctolite

51·5 0·38 4·04

1·53

2·67 0·11

16·9

22·2 0·63

100·0 91·9

49·2

4·4 46·4 Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr27-3

Poikilitic dunite

52·2 0·40 3·44

1·40

2·89 0·11

18·6

20·5 0·46

99·9 92·0

53·1

4·6 42·2

Dr5-31

Ol websterite

51·4 0·08 4·68

1·23

3·29 0·07

19·5

19·0 0·10

99·4 91·6

55·6

5·2 39·1 Vein in harzburgite

Dr27-2c

Pl harzburgite

52·1 0·54 4·58

1·37

2·59 0·08

16·4

22·2 0·74

100·6 91·9

48·6

4·3 47·1 Dunite & metagabbro veins

Dr28-16

Pl harzburgite

53·4 0·23 2·43

1·30

2·66 0·07

17·5

22·8 0·42

100·8 92·2

49·5

4·2 46·3 Gabbro vein

Dr28-9a

Pl harzburgite

50·6 0·44 4·43

1·03

3·37 0·10

17·1

20·6 0·43

98·2 90·0

50·6

5·6 43·8 Ol gabbro vein

Jas 113-59a Pl harzburgite

51·2 0·13 4·51

1·36

4·92 0·14

16·3

21·4 0·34

100·3 85·7

47·3

8·0 44·7 Gabbronorite vein

Dr21-9a

Pl harzburgite

52·4 0·25 4·05

1·47

3·51 0·12

18·7

19·7 0·41

100·6 90·5

53·6

5·6 40·8 Troctolite vein

Dr14-37

Harzburgite

52·5 0·09 3·62

1·25

2·08 0·07

17·7

21·4 0·81

99·6 93·8

51·7

3·4 44·9

Dr14-66

Harzburgite

52·2 0·13 4·26

1·17

2·40 0·10

17·4

22·4 0·23

100·4 92·9

49·9

3·8 46·3 Metagabbro vein

Dr15-26

Harzburgite

51·4 0·07 4·86

1·30

2·73 0·05

18·6

20·5 0·11

99·6 92·5

53·3

4·4 42·4

Dr21-4

Harzburgite

52·1 0·07 4·94

1·36

3·31 0·07

19·3

19·7 0·13

101·0 91·4

54·4

5·2 40·4

Dr21-8a

Harzburgite

51·5 0·08 5·14

1·29

2·70 0·11

17·2

21·6 0·26

99·9 91·9

50·2

4·4 45·3 Oxide gabbronorite vein

Jas 112-49

Harzburgite

51·4 0·10 5·03

1·36

3·23 0·10

18·8

19·5 0·11

99·6 91·4

54·1

5·2 40·7

Jas 112-84

Harzburgite

50·4 0·15 5·77

1·56

2·75 0·07

16·8

22·5 0·08

100·1 91·6

48·7

4·5 46·8
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Table 5: Representative spinel compositions
Sample

Lithology

SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Cr2O3 Fe2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO NiO Total Mg-no. Cr-no. Fe3-no. Notes

Dr5-31

Olivine websterite

0·02 0·09 39·0

29·6

1·39 14·1 0·18

15·6 0·01 0·21 100·2 66·5

33·7

1·5

Dr14-37

Harzburgite

0·05 0·05 39·7

28·2

2·85 12·5 0·21

16·7 0·00 0·24 100·5 70·5

32·3

3·0

Dr14-66

Harzburgite

0·06 0·05 40·1

28·2

1·82 12·9 0·18

16·4 0·00 0·22 100·1 69·4

32·1

1·9

Dr15-26

Harzburgite

0·06 0·05 40·7

27·7

1·69 12·6 0·14

16·7 0·00 0·18

99·8 70·2

31·3

1·8

Dr18-42

Dunite

0·03 0·21 29·4

34·5

5·33 16·8 0·20

12·7 0·02 0·21

99·6 57·3

44·1

6·1

Dr21-4

Harzburgite

0·02 0·05 41·0

28·8

0·80 12·2 0·12

17·0 0·00 0·18 100·3 71·3

31·8

0·8

Dr21-7b

Olivine gabbro

0·01 3·51 16·4

33·7

12·28 25·5 0·36

99·6 34·3

58·0

16·7

Dr21-8a

Harzburgite

0·03 0·04 40·6

28·5

1·12 13·1 0·16

16·4 0·00 0·20 100·2 69·0

32·0

1·2

Oxide gabbronorite vein

Dr21-9a

Pl harzburgite

0·06 0·42 26·0

42·3

2·45 16·1 0·29

13·2 0·00 0·12 101·2 59·4

50·7

2·8

Troctolite vein

Dr21-9b

Troctolite vein

0·00 0·31 27·7

40·7

2·56 16·1 0·31

13·3 0·01 0·10 101·3 59·6

48·2

2·9

Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr21-11

Pl dunite

0·00 0·68 27·5

34·6

6·56 16·0 0·23

13·2 0·00 0·13

99·0 59·5

45·8

7·6

Dr21-12

Troctolite

0·04 3·03 19·8

35·3

9·03 22·0 0·32

10·0 0·00 0·18

99·8 44·7

54·4

11·7

Dr27-2c

Pl harzburgite

0·00 0·68 28·3

39·4

2·59 15·5 0·18

14·1 0·00 0·14 101·0 62·0

48·2

2·9

Dr27-3

Poikilitic dunite

0·03 0·81 24·76 41·20

3·69 17·0 0·26

12·7 0·01 0·16 100·9 57·1

52·8

4·31

Dr27-4

Poikilitic dunite

0·01 1·09 24·6

41·0

3·44 16·8 0·28

12·9 0·00 0·09 100·4 57·9

52·8

4·0

Dr27-37a

Troctolite

0·00 1·86 23·5

40·0

3·58 19·4 0·31

11·5 0·03 0·14 100·5 51·3

51·0

4·3

Dr27-37b

Olivine gabbro

0·00 2·21 22·8

41·5

2·68 19·5 0·29

11·7 0·00 0·11 101·0 51·7

53·2

3·2

Vein in Ol-rich troctolite

Dr27-38b

Troctolite

0·02 0·73 25·8

37·6

5·79 18·3 0·27

11·9 0·02 0·17 100·6 53·7

49·4

6·8

Vein in poikilitic dunite

Dr28-9a

Pl harzburgite

0·01 0·32 25·9

40·8

2·19 18·6 0·28

11·4 0·00 0·03

99·8 52·2

51·4

2·6

Ol gabbro vein

Dr28-13b

Sp–Ol gabbronorite 0·02 0·34 27·6

40·2

1·24 18·4 0·28

11·6 0·00 0·17

99·9 53·0

48·7

1·4

Vein in harzburgite

Dr28-16

Pl harzburgite

0·01 0·40 24·3

43·9

1·49 18·9 0·27

11·2 0·00 0·08 100·8 51·4

54·8

1·7

Gabbro vein

Jas112-49

Harzburgite

0·11 0·05 43·4

25·9

0·55 12·6 0·16

16·9 0·01 0·19 100·2 70·5

28·6

0·6

Jas112-84

Harzburgite

0·03 0·02 41·0

26·6

2·26 11·7 0·14

17·1 0·00 0·23

99·2 72·1

30·3

2·4

Jas113-41

Dunite

0·04 0·08 36·8

29·7

3·18 14·4 0·17

15·1 0·00 0·18

99·8 65·2

35·1

3·5

0·06 0·83 25·3

31·7

10·17 24·7 0·34

7·5 0·01 0·18 101·2 35·2

45·6

12·2

7·5 0·00 0·12

Vein in harzburgite

Metagabbro veins

Vein in Pl-dunite with
Ol-gabbro vein

Jas113-59a Pl harzburgite

accounting for some of this variability. The large composition range, however, is also due to intrusion of the gabbroic
veins, which resulted in or accompanied impregnation by
plagioclase and Cpx crystallized from trapped or transient
melt. This effect, as elsewhere (e.g. Tartarotti et al., 1995b),
is generally limited to within a few centimeters of a vein.
In one sample, Fo84 olivine occurs in a plagioclaseimpregnated peridotite 1cm from a gabbro vein (Fig. 11a).
In another, olivine 1cm from a vein shows substantial
iron enrichment but no other evidence supporting melt
impregnation, which, given the rapid diffusion of iron and
magnesium in olivine at high temperature (e.g. Gaetani
& Watson, 2000), suggests solid-state diffusion and
re-equilibration between the vein and mantle matrix.
There is also considerable variability in olivine nickel
content, with plagioclase peridotites tending to slightly
lower nickel contents than spinel peridotites, and troctolites and olivine gabbro to significantly less (Fig. 12). There
are two spinel peridotite peaks: Fo 90·5^91·0 for the main
core complex (Fig. 11a), and a peak at Fo 90·0^90·5 for

Dunite & metagabbro veins

Ol-gabbro vein

Gabbronorite vein

the transform wall (Fig. 11b). Despite large local variability, however, no correlation between olivine composition
and mineral mode is observed within dredge hauls or at a
given locality.

Enstatite
Enstatite in the peridotites also has a large composition
range partly as a result of melt impregnation and interaction with gabbroic veins. There is also highly variable
alumina zoning, with rims depleted with respect to their
cores. This effect is greatest in some plagioclase peridotites
and near a gabbro vein (Fig. 13a). Little significant Mg^
Fe zonation was observed (Fig. 13b). Plagioclase peridotites
generally have lower Mg-number and alumina than
spinel peridotites (Fig. 14d). The effect of veins on enstatite
composition in the peridotites, as for olivine and the
MARK mantle veins (Tartarotti et al., 1995b; Cannat
et al., 1997), is also limited to within 1^2 cm. The most
extreme chemical reaction between veins and peridotite
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Table 6: Plagioclase compositions
Sample

Lithology

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

MgO

CaO

Na2O

K2O

Total

An

Ab

Or

Notes

Knorr Cruise 180 Leg 2, Main Core Complex
Jas113-57a

Oxide pigeonite gabbro

47·5

34·4

0·07

0·01

16·81

1·93

0·00

100·7

82·8

17·2

0·0

Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr19-11b

Oxide gabbro

58·5

26·6

0·19

0·02

7·95

7·06

0·06

100·4

38·3

61·4

0·4

Vein in harzburgite

Dr19-12b

Gabbronorite

57·2

28·0

0·14

0·06

9·32

6·00

0·06

100·7

46·0

53·6

0·3

Vein in harzburgite

Jas113-59b

Gabbronorite

45·3

35·6

0·07

0·01

18·62

1·00

0·01

100·7

91·1

8·8

0·1

Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr28-13b

Sp–Ol gabbronorite

46·9

34·2

0·07

0·01

17·57

1·60

0·00

100·4

85·8

14·1

0·0

Vein in Pl-harzburgite & dunite

Dr19-18a

Gabbro

57·7

26·7

0·13

0·04

8·66

6·81

0·08

100·1

41·0

58·5

0·4

Vein in harzburgite

Dr19-10b

Olivine gabbro

55·7

29·0

0·11

0·02

10·48

5·56

0·02

100·9

51·0

48·9

0·1

Vein in harzburgite

Dr21-7b

Olivine gabbro

53·1

30·2

0·22

0·07

12·37

4·45

0·02

100·4

60·5

39·4

0·1

Vein in Pl-Cpx-dunite

Dr27-37b

Olivine gabbro

51·7

31·0

0·05

0·03

13·85

3·75

0·03

100·4

67·0

32·8

0·2

Vein in troctolite

Dr28-9b

Olivine gabbro

51·4

31·9

0·12

0·03

13·87

3·62

0·01

100·9

67·9

32·1

0·0

Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr21-12JL

Troctolitic gabbro

49·4

32·3

0·22

0·07

15·03

3·07

0·03

100·1

72·9

27·0

0·1

Thin section 1

Dr21-12HD

Troctolite

51·5

31·1

0·27

0·07

13·39

3·80

0·03

100·1

66·0

33·9

0·1

Thin section 2

Dr21-9b

Troctolite

44·3

35·5

0·07

0·08

18·95

0·51

0·02

99·4

95·3

4·6

0·1

Vein in Pl-harzburgite

Dr21-13

Troctolite

49·5

32·6

0·23

0·03

14·95

2·86

0·03

100·2

74·2

25·6

0·2

Dr21-14

Troctolite

48·6

33·3

0·21

0·10

16·08

2·52

0·02

100·8

77·8

22·1

0·1

Dr27-37a

Troctolite

51·2

31·1

0·09

0·04

14·09

3·67

0·02

100·2

67·9

32·0

0·1

Ol-gabbro vein

Dr27-38b

Troctolite

48·9

33·9

0·17

0·05

16·14

2·39

0·01

101·6

78·8

21·1

0·0

Vein in poikilitic dunite

Dr27-3

Poikilitic dunite

49·7

32·6

0·12

0·05

14·82

2·86

0·00

100·1

74·1

25·9

0·0

Jas112-64

Pl orthopyroxenite

44·6

36·5

0·08

0·02

19·21

0·48

0·02

100·9

95·6

4·3

0·1

Vein in peridotite with

Dr21-9a

Pl harzburgite

45·6

31·3

0·19

0·05

20·20

1·01

0·01

98·4

91·1

8·8

0·1

Troctolite vein

Oxide-gabbro vein

Kanaut Expedition transform wall peridotites from Ghose (1997)
D23-10

Pl peridotite

48·6

33·1

0·14

0·00

15·80

2·58

0·01

100·1

77·1

22·8

0·1

Mylonite

D23-10

Pl peridotite

51·2

30·7

0·20

0·70

13·35

3·67

0·02

99·8

66·7

33·2

0·1

Mylonite

D23-10

Pl peridotite

49·6

31·6

0·21

0·01

14·44

3·40

0·02

99·2

70·0

29·8

0·1

Mylonite

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

54·2

29·5

0·37

0·08

11·33

4·99

0·04

100·5

55·5

44·2

0·2

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

55·1

28·8

0·50

0·02

11·17

5·23

0·04

100·9

54·0

45·8

0·2

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

54·1

28·9

0·42

0·07

10·96

5·08

0·04

99·6

54·3

45·5

0·2

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

57·1

28·1

0·08

0·02

9·21

6·06

0·01

100·6

45·6

54·3

0·1

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

57·2

26·2

0·11

0·02

7·75

5·00

3·22

99·4

37·6

43·9

18·6

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

56·2

27·7

0·16

0·03

9·50

6·07

0·14

99·8

46·0

53·2

0·8

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

52·2

28·7

1·89

0·83

11·05

4·56

0·00

99·2

57·2

42·8

0·0

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

55·6

27·3

0·18

0·40

9·73

6·03

0·07

99·3

46·9

52·6

0·4

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

55·5

27·9

0·20

0·02

10·01

6·19

0·02

99·8

47·1

52·7

0·1

Kan16-5

Pl peridotite

53·4

28·4

0·42

0·77

10·76

5·10

0·03

98·9

53·7

46·1

0·2

matrix was for the oxide gabbro veins from Cain and Abel
Domes. Enstatite 0·5 cm from an oxide gabbro vein in
Kn180-2-19-11 is strongly zoned from Mg-number 82·4 in
the core to 73·0 on the rim. Enstatite 1cm from an oxide
pigeonite gabbro vein in Jas113-57 has an Mg-number of
89·0 in the core and 87·2 at the rim, whereas enstatite
1cm from a gabbronorite vein in Jas113-59 is unzoned with
core and rim Mg-numbers of 81·6 and 81·7.
Enstatite in most Kane Megamullion spinel peridotites
lies within the transform peridotite field, which shows a

systematic overall decrease in alumina with increasing
Mg-number and decreasing modal Cpx, consistent with
increasing degree of partial melting (e.g. Dick & Fisher,
1984) (Fig. 14). Within the main core complex or in the
transform wall suites, however, there is again no systematic
correlation of alumina with Mg-number or with modal
Cpx, although transform wall peridotites have systematically lower enstatite Mg-number, higher alumina
and modal Cpx than in the main core complex (Figs 14b
and 15b).
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Fig. 11. Histograms comparing (a) olivine compositions from the Kane Megamullion main core complex area south of the transform wall with
(b) those for peridotites from the transform wall. Transform wall data from Ghose (1997).

Fig. 12. Plot of nickel content vs Mg-number for olivine from Kane Megamullion peridotite, dunite, troctolite and olivine-gabbro. Also plotted
are compositions of MAR 29^408N MORB glasses from Schilling et al. (1983) and their calculated equilibrium olivine compositions using the
method of Roeder & Emslie (1970) and a Mg^Fe partition coefficient of 0·3. Binary mixing line is calculated for impregnation of depleted
Bouvet FZ peridotite (Fo ¼ 90·3) (Dick,1989) with nickel-rich olivine (0·39 wt %) by a primitive central North Atlantic MORB (24% normative
olivine, Mg-number 67, 265 ppm Ni). Olivine nickel content estimated by mass balance. Ticks represent 10% melt impregnation increments.
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Fig. 13. Plots of core and rim compositions for Kane Megamullion pyroxenes. Each core and rim analyses consists of 10 contiguous 15 mm spots
aligned perpendicular to exsolution lamellae, which were then averaged to estimate the initial bulk grain composition. (a, b) Orthopyroxene
alumina and magnesium number; (c^e) clinopyroxene alumina, magnesium number, and sodium; (f) difference between rim and core
sodium and alumina contents.
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Fig. 14. Enstatite alumina content (wt %) vs Mg-number for spinel and plagioclase peridotite suites from 17 Indian and Atlantic Ocean transforms (a, c) compared with those from the Kane Megamullion (b, d).

Clinopyroxene
Cpx in the peridotites ranges from 3 to 7 wt % alumina,
and has Mg-number 89·0^93·8 (Fig. 15a), with two outliers
at Mg-number 85. Spinel peridotite Cpx on average is
more magnesian than in plagioclase peridotite, although
there is considerable overlap in range. A weak correlation
exists between decreasing modal Cpx and increasing
Mg-number (Fig. 15a), consistent with variable extents of
mantle melting. Excluding plagioclase peridotite, there is
also a negative correlation of alumina with Mg-number
and a weak one for chrome (Fig. 16b), even though
chrome is more compatible than alumina. This probably

reflects coupled Al^Cr substitution, causing both to
decrease with progressive melting. We note that the Cr content of the transform wall spinel peridotites falls off this
correlation. This is matched by elevated titanium and
sodium contents relative to residual spinel peridotites from
the main core complex (Fig. 16c and d). This could be due
to a transform edge effect causing melting to cease at
higher pressure than beneath the ridge. This would, for
example, favor retention of the jadeite molecule in pyroxene. Cpx titanium is uniformly low in the main core complex spinel peridotites (50·2 wt %), consistent with its
incompatibility and their depleted character. Although
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Fig. 15. (a) Modal clinopyroxene content vs Cpx Mg-number and (b) Opx Mg-number for Kane Megamullion peridotites. (c) Modal clinopyroxene content vs spinel Cr-number compared to the field for transform peridotites, and (d) modal clinopyroxene content vs spinel
Cr-number for 17 Atlantic and Indian Ocean transform peridotite suites.

this is also generally true for sodium,12 of 56 spinel peridotites show excess Cpx sodium up to 0·8 wt % (Fig. 16d). In
contrast, plagioclase peridotite Cpx has consistently high
sodium and titanium, generally greater than 0·15 wt %.
However, sodium and titanium correlate poorly in both
plagioclase and spinel peridotites. The alumina content of
Cpx in plagioclase peridotite, as for enstatite, is significantly lower at given Mg-number than in spinel peridotite
(Fig. 16b), despite their generally higher incompatible element concentrations.

Cpx is generally strongly zoned in the peridotites, with
aluminous cores and magnesian rims, with the effect strongest in two plagioclase peridotites (Fig. 13c, d). Typically
the rim has 0·5 wt % less alumina, and 0·7 mol % higher
Mg-number than the core. Whereas the former might be
understood as a function of decreasing solubility of
Ca-Tschermaks molecule with decreasing pressure and
temperature, it is more difficult to understand why diopside rims (and to a lesser extent enstatite) should have
higher Mg-number than the cores. This could be due to
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Fig. 16. Clinopyroxene Chrome (a), aluminium (b), titanium (c) and sodium (d) oxides vs Mg-number for the Kane Megamullion sample
suite.

mechanical recrystallization during detachment faulting,
causing spinel^olivine re-equilibration to unusually low
temperatures where Fe partitions more strongly into
spinel. Spinel in Fig. 17 is shifted to iron-rich compositions
relative to the usual spinel trend for spinel peridotites:
about 5 mol %, large compared with the Cpx shift.
Typical spinel peridotites contain 0·25^0·5% spinel: not
enough for re-equilibration to significantly affect the olivine composition, but enough to affect the small amount
of diopside. Spinel often clusters with pyroxene, and thus
mechanical recrystallization in a shear zone may produce
zoning in Cpx where Fe^Mg diffusion is relatively slow,
which is absent in olivine where diffusion is rapid
(Gaetani & Watson, 2000). The reverse Cpx Mg^Fe

zoning may also be due to melt impregnation. Low Cpx
alumina is strongly associated with melt-impregnated plagioclase peridotites. In this case, silica substituting for alumina in diopside may also cause chrome to decrease as a
result of coupled substitution. Because the alumina would
go into plagioclase, this would lead to more spinel richer
in Cr, which would cause a greater loss of Fe than Mg,
as both effects would lead to partitioning of more iron
into the spinel.
Clinopyroxene compositions in the gabbroic veins,
dunites, and related troctolites resemble those in the
plagioclase peridotites, though extending to lower Mgnumbers and higher sodium and titanium (Mg-number
70^92, Na2O 0·38^0·63 wt %, TiO2 0·19^1·7 wt %). They
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Fig. 17. Chromite^hercynite^spinel^magnesiochromite face of Steven’s (1944) spinel compositional prism for the Kane Megamullion and
Indian and Atlantic Ocean transform fault peridotite^dunite^gabbro suites. It should be noted that the y-axis (R3þ cations) is twice the
length of the x-axis (R2þ cations) to keep the molecular proportions spatially correct in the projection. Grey field is for 17 Atlantic and Indian
Ocean transform spinel peridotites.

span much of the range seen in MARK Hole 921 and
Atlantis Bank Hole 735B (Fig. 18), although many have
higher Mg-numbers, and fill the gap between oceanic
gabbro complexes and mantle pyroxene (Table 4). More
primitive varieties occur largely at Adam and Eve Domes,
whereas more evolved varieties are characteristic of Cain
and Abel Domes. Relict Cpx in poikilitic dunite
Kn180-2-27-3 exhibits similar chemical characteristics to
that in plagioclase peridotites, troctolites and olivine gabbros, with Mg-number of 92·0, substantial alumina depletion, and enrichment in Na2O and TiO2 relative to the
spinel peridotites (Fig. 16).

Plagioclase
Relict plagioclase is preserved in one peridotite from the
main core complex near a troctolitic vein. Its composition
varies irregularly across a single grain from An84·6 to
An98·3. Plagioclase analyzed in two transform peridotites
by Ghose (1997) is considerably more sodic, varying from
An66·7 to An77·1 in one sample, and from An37·6 to An57·2
in the other. This extreme variability suggests that the plagioclase is altered from its igneous composition.
Plagioclase in the troctolites, gabbros and poikilitic
dunites generally overlaps the end of the trend for abyssal

gabbros, but extends to more calcic compositions (Fig. 18).
In Adam and Eve Dome gabbros some plagioclase has
anomalously high anorthite contents: possibly as a result
of hydrothermal alteration. Plagioclase in the Cain Dome
gabbronorite veins also lies well above the abyssal gabbro
trend at relatively low Cpx Mg-number. Although this
may reflect crystallization from a more refractory parent
melt (e.g. Meyer et al., 1989), the feldspar is turbid and
filled with inclusions, suggesting that it is altered, consistent with the presence of abundant talc and amphibole.
The two Abel Dome gabbro veins lie on the abyssal
gabbro trend at relatively low anorthite and Cpx
Mg-number, whereas one olivine gabbro vein lies off the
trend at anomalously low anorthite. Thus, whereas the
bulk of the dunite, troctolite and gabbro data extends the
abyssal gabbro trend to more primitive compositions, the
broad scatter in the data in Fig. 18 probably reflects
hydrothermal alteration at widely varying P^T and fluid
compositions, consistent with the often intense and highly
varied alteration assemblages.

Spinel
Cr-spinel in the peridotites extends across nearly the full
abyssal range for Cr-number [Cr/(Cr þ Al)] from a low
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Fig. 18. Plagioclase anorthite content vs clinopyroxene Mg-number for Kane Megamullion gabbros, including Cain Dome Dive 113 and Abel
Dome Dredge 19 mantle veins, and Adam Dome Dredges 27 and 28 and Eve Dome Dredge 21 transition zone gabbros. Plotted for comparison
are the compositions of plagioclase and clinopyroxene from Hole 735B at Atlantis Bank on the SWIR from Dick et al. (2002). The Hole 735B
and MARK Site 921 gabbros are chemically and petrographically similar, but the database for the former site is much larger.

of 14·7 in a transform wall lherzolite to a high of 51·5 in a
Cain Dome harzburgite. This forms an array in a Mg/
(Mg þ Fe)^Cr/(Cr þ Al) diagram parallel to that for the
transform peridotites (Fig. 17). Although the two arrays
overlap, with most Kane spinels lying within the transform
field, overall, the Kane array is systematically offset
toward more iron-rich compositions (Fig. 17). The large
variation in residual abyssal peridotite spinel Cr-number
is generally interpreted as reflecting variations in bulk
peridotite composition, reflecting mantle melting that progressively depleted relatively incompatible aluminium and
enriched relatively compatible chromium. Cpx preferentially contributes to the melt during mantle melting, and,
consistent with this, spinel Cr-number crudely increases
with decreasing modal Cpx (Fig. 15c and d). Based on the
correlation of spinel Cr-number to Cpx heavy rare earth
element (HREE) abundances, Hellebrand et al. (2001)
demonstrated that the range of melting for abyssal peridotites extends from 2% to 18%, assuming a uniform
mantle source composition. The tight abyssal spinel trend
(e.g. Fig. 17b) reflects equilibration of chrome spinel with

the limited olivine variation produced over a large range
in melting (Fo 89·5^91·5 for the 17 transform suites in
Fig. 17b). Increasing spinel Mg-number along this trend is
mostly due to the effect of Cr on Fe^Mg partitioning
between olivine and spinel, such that Cr-rich spinel is
more Fe-rich than Al-rich spinel in equilibrium with the
same olivine composition (Irvine, 1965, 1967).
A shift in spinel composition to the right in Fig. 19 can be
due either to equilibrium with more iron-rich olivine or to
equilibration to lower temperature (Irvine, 1965, 1967).
The tight Mg-number^Cr-number transform peridotite
trend in Fig. 17b therefore must reflect a uniform equilibration closure temperature. The systematic shift and spread
of the Kane spinels in Fig. 17a, however, does not reflect
more iron-rich olivine as forsterite contents are typical of
abyssal peridotites, and there is no systematic difference in
olivine or enstatite Mg-number for most spinel peridotites
plotting to the right of the transform array (Fig, 19).
Plagioclase peridotites and spinel peridotites that
re-equilibrated with adjacent gabbro veins are exceptions.
Noting the tendency of mylonites to plot to the right of the
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Fig. 19. Kane Megamullion chromian spinel compositions plotted separately for granular (a) and mylonitic (b) peridotite sub-types to illustrate the influence of deformation on spinel composition as well as highlighting the influence of spinel equilibrium with iron-rich olivine in the
dunites, troctolites and plagioclase peridotites. Spinel analyses annotated with Mg-number of coexisting enstatite and olivine (italics).

transform array (Fig. 19b), we suggest that the shift to more
iron-rich spinel compositions is in part due to
re-equilibration to lower temperatures as a result of
mechanically induced recrystallization, consistent with
the large number of Kane samples from or close to the
detachment fault zone. Re-equilibration, however, has in
theory only a small effect on spinel Cr-number (Irvine,
1965, 1967). Thus, the primary factor determining spinel
Cr-number is peridotite bulk composition, and therefore
often interpreted as the extent of mantle melting.
The spread of a large data population in an x^y plot can
be deceptive and it is useful to look at the variation in

Cr-number in simple histogram plots where population
densities are clearer and outliers less important (Fig. 20).
For the transform data the spinel peridotites are heavily
skewed with a major peak at Cr-number 22 with a very
short tail ending at Cr-number 11. This peak corresponds
to 9% melting for the Hellebrand et al. (2001) model,
consistent with the sample bias to the ultraslow-spreading
SW Indian and American^Antarctic Ridges and a strong
transform edge effect where mantle melting is believed to
be inhibited by conductive heat loss caused by the slow
mantle upwelling and the influence of the adjoining old
cold plate (Reid & Jackson, 1981; White et al., 1992).
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Fig. 20. (a) Histogram of spinel Cr-number for 17 Atlantic and Indian Ocean transform suites, and (b) for Kane Megamullion peridotite^
dunite^gabbro suites.

Plagioclase peridotites, however are strongly skewed to a
different peak at 53. Chromian spinel in textural equilibrium with MORB has a similar peak distribution
(Sigurdsson & Schilling, 1976; Dick & Bryan, 1978), consistent with the concept that the plagioclase-peridotites have
partially equilibrated with MORB (e.g. Dick & Bullen,
1984; Tartarotti et al., 2002). The distribution the the Kane
spinel peridotites is different, with a major peak at
Cr-number 32 corresponding to the main core complex,
and a second minor peak at Cr-number 20 corresponding
to the transform wall. Notably, the Kane plagioclase peridotites have the same Cr-number peak as those in the
transform suite, consistent with their spinel composition
also being related to that of MORB.
Dunites in the transform suite have a broad range of
spinel compositions, with most lying at intermediate
Cr-number (Fig. 20a). The transform suite does not include
poikilitic dunites, and troctolites are rare. Transform
dunites also typically crosscut peridotite and do not have
a strong association with gabbro; they are largely interpreted as melt transport channels in which MORB aggregates (e.g. Dick & Natland, 1994, 1996; Kelemen et al.,
1995). The relatively high spinel alumina content is probably due to a bias towards melts in the channels that were
not yet fully aggregated MORB, as progressive melting
would add the most Cr-rich fractional melt increments
at the top of the melting column. By contrast,
Kane dunite spinels are relatively Cr-rich, and plot
significantly to the right of the transform spinel peridotite
array in Fig. 17, together with those in the gabbros and

troctolites. These rocks all crystallized from or partially
equilibrated with a basaltic melt, and thus define an
Fe^Mg fractionation trend extending to the right in
Fig. 17 consistent with decreasing forsterite content, and
coexisting plagioclase and Cpx compositions (Fig. 18)
reflecting crystallization from an aggregate MORB in the
lower crust possibly at its base.
The strongest indicator of the influence of a MORB-like
liquid on peridotite and related rocks is high spinel TiO2,
which is generally uniformly very low in residual peridotites (50·15 wt %). This is consistent with its incompatibility, and the extreme depletion of the peridotites. By
contrast, spinel in plagioclase peridotites and dunites is
generally enriched in TiO2, inconsistent with a simple
residual origin (Dick & Bullen, 1984). Hence, peridotites
with 40·15% spinel TiO2 typically have a hybrid origin;
usually involving impregnation or cryptic metasomatism
by trapped or transient MORB-like melts. Notably, the
entire Kane spinel population above Cr-number 40 has
elevated TiO2, and these samples were all arguably
affected by interaction with MORB-like melts (Fig. 21).

DISCUSSION
What do abyssal peridotites represent?
Abyssal peridotites are tectonically emplaced to the seafloor at the base of rift valley walls and ridge^transform
intersections and then uplifted into rift-mountains and
onto transform walls. These rocks represent the very top
of the sub-axial mantle-melting column and the residue of
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Fig. 21. Plots of wt % TiO2 vs Cr-number in spinel from (a) Kane Megamullion and (b) 17 Atlantic and Indian Ocean peridotite^dunite^
gabbro suites. Shaded Field for Hole 395 and 396B basalt spinels cored in the MAR rift mountains to the east and west of the MAR at 248N
shown for comparison (Dick & Bryan, 1978; Graham et al., 1979). Grey band at the bottom of the plot highlights residual peridotites with
50·15 wt % TiO2.

the highest degree of melting beneath a ridge. Secondary
faults, such as the outward-facing West Fault, and
transform-parallel high-angle normal faults may cut
deeper into the section, but rarely more than a few hundred meters (e.g. Francheteau et al., 1976). Peridotites can
be sampled in the head walls of large landslips beneath
the fault damage zones, but rarely more than several hundred meters. Most abyssal peridotite samples are from
debris flows and talus ramps where key stratigraphic relations are not preserved. Abyssal peridotites in general,
therefore, do not allow investigation of vertical composition gradients, even on the kilometer scale, as in ophiolites
(e.g. Suen et al., 1979; Girardeau & Nicolas, 1981; Lippard
et al., 1986; Suhr & Batanova, 1998; Godard et al., 2000;
Takazawa et al., 2003). They also cannot yield the average
degree of mantle depletion, which must be integrated over
the full three-dimensional mantle-melting column, and is
probably much less than would be inferred from our samples (e.g. Asimow & Langmuir, 2003). Rather, our data
address the baseline upper limit of melting, and lateral

variations caused by focused melt transport through the
mantle.

Mantle modal variations and melt
production beneath ridges
Dick et al. (1984) found systematic correlations between
basalt composition and peridotite mineral modes and mineral compositions from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans
and the Caribbean Sea indicating increasing degrees of
mantle depletion near hotspots. When re-expressed with
basalt Na8 as a variable, the correlation is essentially the
same (Niu et al., 1997). Unlike Klein & Langmuir (1987),
Dick et al. (1984) did not postulate a correlation with crustal thickness, as the variations in basalt and peridotite
chemistry can be due to variable initial mantle composition as much as melt production, consistent with a recent
reconsideration of the global correlation of MORB and
ridge depth by Niu & O’Hara (2008). The Dick et al.
(1984) correlations are also evident only for peridotites
averaged by dredge and locality. Similarly, correlations
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Fig. 22. (a) SWIR and Kane Megamullion peridotite mineral modes averaged by dredge or station in the olivine corner of the Ol^Opx^Cpx
ternary. All Nautile dive samples from the transform wall flanking the megamullion from Ghose (1997) are averaged together. Diamond shows
the hypothetical composition of DMM from Workman & Hart (2004). (b) Average modal peridotite compositions for Hess Deep Site 895
EPR (Dick & Natland, 1996), Kane Megamullion (not including transform wall), Kane Fracture Zone (including data for 22 additional older
fracture zone samples), the Atlantis II Transform on the SWIR, and for the Ghose (1997) data for the transform wall flanking the Kane
Megamullion. (c) Hypothetical melting paths for two different parent compositions and corresponding residual melting paths. Number of
samples in averages given in parentheses in legend.

between peridotite mineral mode and mineral composition
for single dredges or dives are weak at best, which is also
true for the Kane Megamullion peridotites. Thus, outcropand local-scale mineral and modal variability reflects factors other than simple variation in degree of melting, such
as metamorphic differentiation during melting, variable
melt channeling, melt^rock reaction, cryptic metasomatism, and impregnation by trapped or transient melts.
Dredge and dive averages, however, show that peridotites
from the main core complex are more depleted than those
from the flanking transform wall. This is probably due to
variations in extent of melting in response to the transform
edge effect, rather than in initial mantle composition. We
note that Dick et al. (1984) mostly compared transform
peridotites with zero-age basalts from the adjacent ridge,
otherwise the differences between sub-axial and transform
peridotites, as at Kane, would probably have obscured
their correlation.

The Kane Megamullion and SWIR modal ternary
trends are indistinguishable (Fig. 22a), projecting directly
towards average Hess Deep, East Pacific Rise (EPR) peridotite (Fig. 22b). This argues for melting of similar or
related mantle source compositions (e.g. Fig. 22c). The
degree of peridotite depletion, however, integrates the
entire melting history, and not just that of the last ridge
event, and thus the modern mantle source may vary in
fertility along or between ridges. The trends project to
lower modal Cpx than the hypothetical average depleted
mantle of Workman & Hart (2004), however, which may
indicate greater global source variability than inferred
from the Kane and SWIR peridotites.
In this light, we note that the average composition of the
Kane FZ peridotites is slightly more depleted than for the
Atlantis II FZ (Fig. 22b), despite the fact that the Atlantis
Bank Core Complex at the latter exposes a 4700 km2
gabbro massif that is at least 1·5 km thick (Dick et al.,
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2000), whereas gabbroic layer 3 is missing over significant
portions of the Kane Megamullion (Dick et al., 2008).
This indicates that despite the slower SWIR spreading
rate and longer Atlantis II Transform, which should result
in lower melt production, more melt and thicker crust was
produced at the paleo-SWIR. This is also opposite to crustal thickness predicted from Na8 in spatially associated
basalts of 4^5 km for the MAR at 238N (Na8 2·67^
2·93; Reynolds & Langmuir, 1997) and 3 km for the
SWIR at 578E (Na8 3·2^3·3; Robinson et al., 2001). The
best explanation for this is that the parent mantle composition at the SWIR was more fertile than beneath the
MAR. This seriously undermines the essential premise of
a relatively uniform parent mantle composition for predicting crustal thickness by simple inversion of MORB
compositions along ocean ridges.

Uniform mantle melting and the
transform edge effect
There is a systematic difference between the average peridotite from the flanking transform wall and sub-axial peridotites from the main Kane core complex. This includes
lower olivine and pyroxene Mg-number, higher modal
Cpx, and more aluminous pyroxene and spinel. All this is
consistent with conductive cooling terminating mantle
melting deeper near the transform as a result of the influence of the old cold lithospheric plate on the upwelling
mantle (Detrick & Purdy, 1980; Detrick et al., 1993). This
is best shown by the regional variation in Cr-spinel composition across the Kane Megamullion (Fig. 23). There is a
strong bimodality, with residual low-Ti spinel peridotites
clustering at the low Cr-number end of the spinel array,
defining a baseline for mantle melting across the region.
More Ti-rich spinels, showing the influence of a
MORB-like melt, spread upwards above this baseline and
are capped between Cr-number 50 and 60, consistent
with the upper limit of Cr-spinel for primitive MORB.
Thus the largest spread in spinel compositions is where
the baseline is lowest, and smallest where it is highest.
The Kanaut samples (Auzende et al., 1992, 1994) flank
the length of the Kane Megamullion (Fig. 2), corresponding to 1·2 Myr of accretion; and are likely representative
of the transform domain. The main core complex sample
is also representative, although of a larger region.
Projecting the data along a north^south line, the baseline
shows a pronounced edge effect within 10 km of the transform (Fig. 23a). Previous studies, using widely spaced samples along the MAR, extended the transform edge effect
southward as far as the 228100 N MAR axial discontinuityça distance of 160 km (Ghose et al., 1996). However,
our data show that mantle depletion decreases south of
the 238150 N axial discontinuity. It now seems that, except
for the transform wall, the earlier studies were looking at
a regional gradient in mantle composition and/or melting
rather than the transform edge effect.
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The magnitude of the transform edge effect is probably
smaller than previously inferred. Hellebrand et al. (2001)
found the minimum difference in melting to be 10% using
the most fertile and depleted peridotites, an assumed pyrolite source composition, and calibrating changes in spinel
Cr-number to models for evolving Cpx HREE concentrations. However, this probably overestimates the effect,
as at outcrop scale the apparent degree of melting depends
on the extent to which adiabatically decompressing melt is
focused to one area or another, whereas a fertile peridotite
can represent pooling of trapped late melt. To this is added
any initial mantle heterogeneity. In the final analysis, every
mantle peridotite is a hybrid that started with an initial
composition that depended on earlier mantle melting and
hybridization events. It rose through the mantle undergoing
adiabatic melting and experiencing a variable melt flux
passing through it depending on its position in the
mantle-melting column. On reaching the lithosphere,
where melt mass decreases, it may be in a zone of melt transport, and undergo extensive melt^rock reaction, and stripping of pyroxene or be in an area where melt is trapped. In
estimating the regional variation in melting, what is sought
is the difference arising from changes in thermal structure
and mantle composition. Thus, it is the average residual
peridotite composition that best reflects this. Screening to
eliminate peridotites with spinel TiO2 40·15 wt %, we find
an average Cr-number of 31·7 for 46 residual spinel peridotites from the main core complex and a Cr-number of 20·2
for 16 spinel peridotites from the transform wall, corresponding to a difference of 4·5% melting (12·5% for the
main core complex versus 8% for the transform wall).
Excluding the transform, there is a very uniform degree
of melting, as average Cr-number along the baseline
varies between 28 and 35, corresponding to 11·3^13·8%
melting, which also implies a fairly uniform source composition (Fig. 23b). Although this contrasts to the 5^14·5%
variation found over 20 Myr along the Vema FZ (Bonatti
et al., 2003), over a 3 Myr interval the Vema data show periods of similar uniformity.

Can spreading rate be determined from
mantle petrography?
It has long been maintained that ophiolites with harzburgitic mantle sections represent fast-spreading environments, whereas those that are lherzolitic represent
slow-spreading environments (Boudier & Nicolas, 1985;
Nicolas, 1986, 1989). Such a simple classification scheme is
questionable for many ophiolites with complex parageneses
such as the Trinity ophiolite where the overlying cumulates
and underlying mantle peridotites are not petrogenetically
related (see Ceuleneer & Le Sueur, 2008). It is also questionable as abundant harzburgite is found at slowspreading ridge transforms, where the ocean crust and
shallow mantle are related (Dick, 1989). In fact, the most
depleted abyssal peridotites are from the MAR from 28N
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 23. Latitudinal (a) and longitudinal (b) plots showing the composition of spinels in the MARK and Kane Megamullion peridotite^
dunite^gabbro suites. Data for Kane Megamullion from this paper and from Ghose (1997). Data for ODP Hole 920 from the ODP Leg 153
Scientific Results Volume (Burgath et al., 1997; Kempton et al., 1997; Niida, 1997; Ross & Elthon, 1997) and data for Hole 670A from Komor et
al. (1990). Longitudinal plot excludes data from south of the 238150 N discontinuity and from the transform wall to look at variations only
within the MARK paleo-ridge segment. Wide grey curve indicates an eyeball fit of the baseline for mantle melting to the average composition
of residual spinel peridotites. Degree of melting calculated using the formulation of Hellebrand et al. (2001) for melting of a pyrolitic mantle.
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to 38N and 148N and 158N (Bonatti et al., 1992; Godard
et al., 2008) situated well away from any known hotspot.
Whereas Hess Deep, EPR spinel peridotites typically have
only 1% Cpx (Dick & Natland, 1996), transform fault
peridotites near hotspots at slow- and ultraslow-spreading
ridges are equally depleted (Dick et al., 1984). Now, as
a result of the transform edge effect, it also appears that
fracture zone peridotites provide an underestimate of the
degree of melting at slow-spreading ridges. MARK itself
is the iconic end-member for N-MORB (Bryan et al., 1981),
a bathymetric low point for the ridge, and represents a
well-defined minimum for the extent of mantle melting
on the MAR from 08 to 708N (Casey, 1997). The low Cpx
content of the sub-axial mantle at the Kane Megamullion
thus suggests that much of the MAR mantle must be
close to Cpx free. Consequently, the classification of ophiolites into slow and fast spreading based on mantle petrology alone must be regarded as generally invalid; some
ophiolites so attributed to fast- or slow-spreading ridge
environments are probably misclassified.

Abyssal peridotites and the uniform
major element composition of MORB
Whereas much attention is focused on the seemingly large
local and regional trace element variability, the major element composition of MORB is remarkably uniform with
a smaller variance today than when this was first famously
observed by Engel and coworkers (Engel & Engel, 1964a,
1964b; Engel et al., 1965). Dick & Fisher (1984) showed that
diopside-out limits melting of abyssal peridotites; if most
abyssal mantle has melted close to this point, which the
Kane data suggest, this can explain the major element uniformity. In near-fractional melting (e.g. Johnson & Dick,
1992), where melt coalesces and migrates out of the
mantle faster than the mantle upwells, the major element
composition integrates contributions from the entire melting column. The opposite is true for incompatible trace elements, which are generally stripped from the mantle at
the base of the column, and effectively diluted by melt contributions only higher up. Thus, a melt’s trace element
composition is largely determined by heterogeneities entering the base of the column. With a relatively constant
end-point for melting, however, except at the very slowest
spreading rates (see Standish et al., 2008), parent MORB
major element composition largely varies with mantle
bulk composition along a ridge, whereas regional gradients
in mantle isotopic and trace element composition are best
seen when MORB is locally averaged to eliminate the
signal of local mantle heterogeneity.

Plagioclase peridotitesçevidence for
trapped MORB melt in the shallow mantle
Plagioclase, stable in peridotite at pressures less than 8
kbar (Green & Hibberson, 1970), is a common accessory
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mineral in abyssal peridotite. Plagioclase peridotite pyroxene geobarometry for the 870 km offset Romanche
Transform indicates pressures equivalent to 3^4 kbar
(Tartarotti et al., 2002), but it is likely that south of the
smaller Kane Transform offset, plagioclase might represent
shallower crystallization depths. There are several possible
origins: exsolution from pyroxene, reaction of enstatite,
diopside and spinel to form olivine plus plagioclase
(Hamlyn & Bonatti, 1980) and crystallization from
trapped melt (Church & Stevens, 1971; Menzies, 1973;
Menzies & Allen, 1974; Quick, 1981a, 1981b; Dick & Bullen,
1984). There is a consensus, however, based on its distinctive mineral chemistry and texture, that most plagioclase
represents impregnation by trapped or transient MORBlike melts (Bonatti, 1992; Cannat et al., 1992; Cannat &
Casey, 1995; Dick, 1989; Girardeau & Mercier, 1992;
He¤kinian et al., 1993; Tartarotti et al., 1995b, 2002;
Rampone et al., 1997). In our sample suite, we believe most
plagioclase has this origin.
Whereas plagioclase typically occurs in very small
amounts 52% (Fig. 8), most studies focus on exceptional
cases, such as the Romanche FZ, where large amounts of
plagioclase (up to 18%) occur. Kane Megamullion peridotites are more typical, with small volumes of plagioclase
locally abundant at the Adam and Eve Magmatic Center
and a few other sites. This provides evidence for local-scale
migration of MORB-like melts through the shallow
mantle. At Kane Megamullion the chemical effects are
variable, but often large; for example, the shift in spinel
composition to high Cr-number and coexisting pyroxene
to lower alumina, and higher silica, titanium, and
sodium. This probably represents the reaction
Sp

Melt
2CaCrðAlSiÞ2 OPx
6 þ ðMg; FeÞAl2 O4 þ 2SiO2
Sp

¼ 2CaAl2 Si2 OPl
8 þ ðMg; FeÞCr2 O4 :
Alumina loss as a result of solid-state re-equilibration to
lower pressures and temperatures, by contrast, should be
accompanied by a decrease in sodium and titanium, opposite to what we observed and to what has been observed
also in other melt-impregnated plagioclase peridotites
(e.g. Kaczmarek & Mu«ntener, 2008). There is no simple
correlation, however, between mineral chemistry and plagioclase volume, indicating that chemical effects depend
on total melt flux through the peridotite or proximity to a
gabbro vein, as much as per cent trapped melt. The opposite occurs in the Romanche peridotites, where chemistry
can correlate with plagioclase volume (Dick & Bullen,
1984).
In general, plagioclase peridotites tend to have iron-rich
olivine and pyroxene compared with spinel peridotites
(Figs 11^16). Although some of this variation can be attributed to equilibration with trapped MORB-like melt, with
52% plagioclase in the rock, this cannot account for
Fo78·6 olivine. The normative plagioclase to mafic silicate
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ratio varies little in MORB, and generally lies between 55
and 60. Thus 1^2% plagioclase corresponds to 2^3%
trapped melt. As seen in Fig. 12, linear addition of a primitive MORB to a residual peridotite implausibly requires
equilibration with up to 75% melt to reach the olivine
composition in some plagioclase peridotites. The alternative requires reaction of a large volume of transient melt
with vanishingly small amounts of plagioclase precipitation, while reaching low olivine forsterite content without
equilibrating it to low Ni contents (Fig. 12). In this case a
high olivine nickel content could be a chromatographic
effect caused by the contrasting nickel and iron partition
coefficients (7^11 vs 1; Hart & Davis, 1978), with nickel
abundance lagging Mg-number (e.g. Navon & Stolper,
1987). Most low-Mg olivine in the Kane peridotites, however, occurs within 2 cm of visible gabbroic veins, and
re-equilibration with MORB intruded along such veins
probably accounts for the high-Ni olivine to the left of the
main mantle array in Fig. 12.

Mantle metasomatism (melt and fluid)
Late-stage melt^rock interaction in the lithosphere
includes reaction with partially or fully aggregated
MORB and ambient melts representing the last small
increments of melting in an open-system quasi-fractional
melting environment. Whereas the influence of the former
is relatively easy to detect because of the contrast in composition between depleted mantle peridotite and MORB,
together with crystallization of interstitial plagioclase, the
influence of the latter is more difficult to identify. A vanishingly small melt increment produced at the top of the melting column, back crystallized with the peridotite from
which it was generated, is effectively undetectable. Other
fractional melt increments, however, will have migrated
into the shallow mantle and may produce detectable signals; for instance, the late interstitial clinopyroxene identified by Seyler et al. (2001) in some eastern SWIR
peridotites.
Pyroxenes in the Kane spinel peridotites are often zoned
with rims variably depleted in alumina (Fig. 13a and c).
This is commonly observed in other mantle suites and generally attributed to re-equilibration following emplacement
from depth, with the loss of Ca-Tschermak’s or jadeite molecule at lower pressures and temperatures (e.g. Medaris,
1972; Herzberg, 1978). For example, the high-Al transform
pyroxenes (Figs 14 and 16) probably represent deeper cooling and an end to melting as a result of the transform
edge effect. In these samples, alumina correlates positively
with sodium and titanium, consistent with a pressure
effect (Fig. 16). However, in the remaining samples, it is difficult to explain why a suite of peridotites, all with the
same emplacement and P^T history, would have such
highly variable alumina contents and zoning simply
because of solid-state re-equilibration, particularly where

sodium increases with decreasing alumina (Fig. 13e and f).
We suggest then that much of the pyroxene alumina
zoning in plagioclase-free peridotites reflects cryptic metasomatism by small volumes of late transient melts meandering their way through the shallow mantle, causing
variable but incomplete replacement of alumina by silica
where plagioclase is not on the liquidus. This represents
the chemical reaction
Melt
þ SiOMelt
CaAlðAlSiÞOPx
6 þ ðMg; FeÞO
2
Melt
¼ CaðMg; FeÞSi2 OPx
r þ Al2 O

Alumina substitutes for silica in pyroxenes at low silica
activity, and this suggests that most melts in equilibrium
with residual abyssal peridotites were silica-poor in comparison with late impregnating melts. This is reasonably
understood if the main melting phase occurs at relatively
high pressures. In an open-system or near fractional melting environment, however, the last melts forming at the
top of the melting column are probably silica-rich (e.g.
Kushiro, 1973) and highly depleted in incompatible elements. This is also indicated, as discussed below, by the
occurrence of late orthopyroxenite sweat veins in the
peridotites.
Although Al-poor pyroxene rims are characteristic of
both spinel and plagioclase peridotites, the former do not
share the systematic enrichment in iron, titanium and, for
the most part, sodium found in the latter. This enrichment
is also found in Cpx in the poikilitic dunite, troctolites,
and olivine gabbros. This suggests impregnation of plagioclase peridotites by a melt or fluid considerably richer in
incompatible elements than that in equilibrium with
depleted mantle at the end of melting, and thus arguably
a partially or fully aggregated MORB. Based on textural
evidence, this represents local impregnation of melt in the
shallow mantle near the base of the crust, consistent with
the abundance of plagioclase peridotite around the Adam
and Eve Magmatic Center. It is also the case that rare
plagioclase-free spinel peridotites show the same geochemical features as plagioclase-peridotites; that is, enrichment
in incompatible elements in addition to pyroxene alumina
depletion relative to the main spinel peridotite trend. This
suggests cryptic metasomatism by melt passing through
peridotite where plagioclase was not yet on the liquidus.
Clinopyroxene titanium and sodium, however, correlate
poorly with each other, and many plagioclase and spinel
peridotites that show sodium enrichment do not have similar enrichment in titanium or depletion in alumina
(Fig. 16). Whereas a MORB-like melt would produce metasomatic enrichment in both sodium and titanium, hydrous
fluids have very low titanium partition coefficients
(Eggler, 1987), which is the main difference between melt
and hydrous fluid-related metasomatism (Menzies et al.,
1987). This suggests that the anomalous Na-enrichment is
due to a later unrelated hydrous fluid.
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Thus, we see three separate metasomatic events in the
Kane peridotites: (1) a late event as a result of the last
ultra-depleted melt increments produced by fractional
melting; (2) local intragranular pooling of partially or
fully aggregate MORB near the base of the crust; (3) a
late hydrous eventçperhaps of seawater or deuteric origin.

Ultramafic veins
In addition to various mafic veins, olivine websterites and
orthopyroxenites occur in abyssal peridotite suites.
Whereas the former turn up with fair regularity, the latter
are relatively rare. This should not be surprising, and is
consistent with their relative abundance in ophiolites.
Although orthopyroxenites are commonly found in ophiolite mantle sections, they constitute a tiny fraction of one
per cent of the actual outcrop. Blind dredging of talus in
an ophiolite, as at ocean ridges, would recover few, if any
such veins. Thus, one cannot conclude that these are rarer
in the abyssal mantle than in ophiolites. The abyssal olivine
websterites and orthopyroxenites match those seen in
ophiolitic peridotites, and illustrate that the processes
occurring in both melting environments share similarities,
even if the latter occur largely in the mantle wedge above
a subduction zone.
Orthopyroxenites are often the last thing to form in
ophiolite mantle sections, such as the Josephine Peridotite
(e.g. Dick, 1977), where they have sharp boundaries with
the wall-rock, and often occur in parallel sets that appear
to have intruded along joints. They generally crosscut
dunites and are only rarely crosscut by them. Thus, many
orthopyroxenites are interpreted as late ‘sweat veins’
formed at the end of melting by back-reaction of the last
melt increments in fractures with wall-rock olivine to form
enstatite (Dick, 1977; Suzuki et al., 2009). The melt required
to do this would be a siliceous trace element-depleted
low-alumina melt with a composition similar to highmagnesian andesite or boniniteçexactly what would
form by low-pressure melting of a highly depleted harzburgite residue at the end of fractional melting.
Orthopyroxenites generally make up 1% of the outcrop
where they occur, and are irregularly distributed in many
ophiolites, often absent over large areas, indicating that
even the last melt fractions are irregularly distributed
across the mantle at the end of melting.
Olivine websterites are generally the earliest identifiable
structures in ophiolites and abyssal peridotites, and are
crosscut by dunites. Possible origins include basaltic dikes
(e.g. Mukasa & Shervais, 1999), layering formed by metamorphic differentiation in the presence of melt (Dick &
Sinton, 1979), or stretched oceanic crust (Alle'gre &
Turcotte, 1986). The latter origin seems improbable in view
of the numerous parallel olivine websterite layers in ophiolite mantle sections, and it is unlikely, at best, that a ‘basaltic’ websterite would survive mantle melting beneath a
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ridge. Many olivine websterites have similar mineral compositions to the wall-rock peridotites, and thus equilibrated
with them at high temperature. Abyssal olivine websterites
share this characteristic and probably formed in situ
during mantle upwelling and melting as a result of either
melt segregation (Dantas et al., 2007) or metamorphic differentiation in the presence of melt (Dick & Sinton, 1979).

Origin of the Cain and Abel mafic veins
The Cain and Abel gabbroic veins could be rootless veins
like those in the Oman Ophiolite (Ceuleneer et al., 1996;
Python & Ceuleneer, 2003); however, the Oman veins
rarely constitute more than a few per cent of the outcrop.
The high percentage at Cain and Abel Domes (10%),
given their generally evolved compositions and lack of penetrative deformation, suggests that they are net veins
related to small (51km) local intrusions in the shallow
mantle, perhaps related to the intrusion postulated by
Canales et al. (2008) beneath Cain Dome, or differentiated
melts intruded from magmatic centers to the north or
south (Dick et al., 2008).

Crust^mantle transition zone and the
Adam Dome Magmatic Complex
The close association of dunite, poikilitic dunite and associated olivine-rich troctolite with mantle peridotite at the
Adam Dome Magmatic complex is convincing evidence
that these rocks represent the crust^mantle transition. The
Adam and Eve Dome dunites may initially have formed
as cumulates, crystallized from olivine-saturated melts
(Coleman, 1977) or by melt^rock reaction from mantle
peridotite (Dick, 1977; Kelemen et al., 1997; Quick, 1981b).
In either case this could have occurred at depth within a
mantle conduit or immediately beneath the crust where
melts may pool as a result of dilation during mantle
corner flow beneath the ridge axis (Rabinowicz et al.,
1987). However, as the dunites are now typically a mass of
serpentine and clay with accessory relict spinel and their
composition was probably subsequently modified by
impregnating melts, there is little basis to discriminate
between these origins; in any case both processes are
probably involved in forming transition zone dunites
(Nicolas & Prinzhofer, 1983). More to the point, spinels in
a plagioclase-bearing dunite, poikilitic dunite, and related
troctolite and olivine gabbro from Adam and Eve Domes
plot to the right of the mantle array in Fig. 19 with decreasing forsterite content; this is consistent with crystallization
from a fractionating melt, or reaction between a
mantle-derived dunite and a fractionating melt. This
defines the beginning of a crustal differentiation series
progressing from dunite to troctolite, olivine gabbro,
gabbronorite, and oxide gabbro.
The olivine-rich troctolites and olivine gabbro veins
mimic the calculated MORB olivine array in Fig. 12, and
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could be explained as simple cumulates. The three collinear troctolites at intermediate NiO in Fig. 12, however,
are all from Dredge 21, and align orthogonal to the general
trend of the MORB array. It is difficult, then, to relate
them to each other through cumulate fractionation. They
range in plagioclase content, however, from 20 to 50
vol. %, with the most plagioclase corresponding to the
lowest olivine NiO. This is consistent with textural interpretation that they are impregnated dunites with varying
proportions of cumulus plagioclase and pyroxene from a
fractionated MORB melt. This would result in the troctolite with the highest plagioclase proportion having the
least and most reacted residual olivine with the lowest
retained NiO. Such a spread in olivine NiO, and similar
textures, has also been related to formation of Hole
U1309D olivine-rich troctolite from dunite by melt^rock
reaction from peridotite at the mantle transition zone
(Drouin et al. 2007a, b, 2009; Suhr et al., 2008).
As noted above, the Adam and Eve dunites, troctolites
and associated peridotites are similar to the Oman crust^
mantle transition zone rocks described by Boudier &
Nicolas (1995) and we interpret our samples similarly. In
Oman, mapping shows that mantle flow structures change
abruptly from vertical upward flow to horizontal off-axis
flow (Ceuleneer et al., 1988), and numerical models indicate
that this kink may correspond to a viscosity drop of at
least two orders of magnitude, causing a zone of dilation
and melt impregnation (Rabinowicz et al., 1987). Thus,
such a zone would create a region of rapid melt delivery
to the base of the crust and underlying mantle, consistent
with the associations at Adam and Eve Domes.
As we envisage it, as the mantle diverges beneath the
crust at the ridge axis it creates a zone of dilation into
which a volume of melt is flushed from the ascending
mantle. Adiabatically decompressing, this melt is initially
undersaturated with respect to pyroxene. Thus, it reacts
with and strips the mantle of pyroxene by incongruent dissolution, precipitating additional olivine and spinel to
form dunite (Boudier & Nicolas, 1995). Because of the
mechanical effect of melt in a zone of dilation, the dunite
periodically fractures and disaggregates as the melt
becomes saturated in plagioclase, impregnating the dunite
and cementing it to form troctolites (e.g. Boudier &
Nicolas, 1995). This process is thermally limited, however,
and compaction and buoyancy forces upwards intrusion
of the melt into the overlying gabbro complex.
A characteristic feature of the poikilitic dunites and troctolites is high-Mg Cpx (Mg-number 87·3^92·0), which
occurs as undeformed oikocrysts and small granular crystals. Clinopyroxene normally does not appear on the liquidus of a primitive MORB until 30^40% crystallization at
a fairly low Mg-number (80) and a relatively low temperature, 11908C (Grove & Bryan, 1983), so its appearance

in the transition zone cannot reflect simple fractional crystallization. A likely explanation is that because of the curvature of the low-pressure Ol^Cpx cotectic (e.g. Walker
et al., 1979), melt^rock reaction and the dissolution of enstatite and precipitation of olivine during dunite formation
near the base of the crust bring the melt locally into the
Cpx phase field.
Olivine-rich troctolites and dunites in association with
mantle peridotites and gabbros have been previously
sampled in various tectonic settings at slow- and
ultraslow-spreading ocean ridges, most notably at the
Cayman Trough (Ballard et al., 1979; Elthon, 1987), where
the occurrence of high-Mg clinopyroxene was attributed
to high-pressure crystallization. Given the lack of penetrative deformation in these rocks, however, and the extensive
evidence for melt^rock reaction in their formation
(Lissenberg & Dick, 2008; Suhr et al., 2008; Drouin et al.,
2009), we suggest that a better explanation is low-pressure
crystallization at or near the base of the crust. Similar
rocks drilled at Hess Deep ODP Site 895 in an EPR shallow mantle melt transport conduit may be closely related
in origin. Crystallization of the Site 895 rocks, however,
was heavily buffered by the mantle wall-rocks, and they
are interpreted as the products of in situ solidification of
stagnated melt trapped in the conduit by wall rock reaction (Arai & Matsukage, 1996; Arai et al., 1996; Dick &
Natland, 1996).
The thickness of the main gabbro body is hard to decipher, and whereas geometric reconstruction shows that
the west face of Adam Dome exposes an 1km section
below the detachment fault surface (Dick et al., 2008),
Dredge 27 evidently sampled the crust^mantle transition
zone below the gabbro 52 km to the north. This suggests
that the main gabbro body is unlikely to be more than a
few kilometers thick, and it is clear that it is absent a few
kilometers further east at Eve Dome. Noting the abundance of primitive gabbros and troctolites at Adam Dome,
in comparison with the abundant oxide gabbros drilled on
the detachment surface at the inside-corner high of the
MARK area, and the similar abundance at Hole 735B,
this probably does not represent the full section. Rather,
we suggest that magmatism may have already waned or
stopped entirely here before emplacement of the block to
the surface. As a consequence, the detachment fault
plunged downward from a stable position at the dike^
gabbro transition, to progressively exhume deeper portions
of the section, passing them through the zone of active
diking until the crust^mantle transition zone was pulled
to the surface at Eve Dome.

A scarcity of wehrlites and the ophiolite
analogy
The crust^mantle transition zone in many ophiolites
includes substantial thicknesses (4100 m) of interlayered
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plagioclase-free wehrlite and dunite, an association that is
very rare in mid-ocean ridge rock suites if it exists at all
(Dick, 1989). In ophiolites the proportion of dunite
diminishes up-section from the transition zone into the
overlying gabbroic crust, and interlayered plagioclase
wehrlite may appear (e.g. Casey et al., 1981; Elthon et al.,
1982; Furnes et al., 1988; Reuber, 1988; Boudier & Nicolas,
1995). Plagioclase wehrlites can be abundant, and constitute between 20 and 40% of the Oman gabbro section
(Juteau et al., 1988; Boudier & Nicolas, 1995), whereas they
are rare in abyssal gabbro suites. The plagioclase-free
wehrlites consist of either granular to idiomorphic Cpx
with interstitial olivine, or Cpx oikocrysts enclosing
rounded olivine chadocrysts, and form prominent
banded outcrops with dunite defined by variably
clinopyroxene-rich centimeter- to meter-thick layers.
Many of these rocks may have formed by melt^rock reaction (e.g. Be¤dard et al., 2000) similar to what is proposed
for the Adam Dome poikilitic wehrlites and olivine-rich
troctolites. Abyssal wehrlites have been reported in harzburgite tectonite sections as a small centimeter-scale patch
of Cpx in a Hess Deep ODP Site 895 dunite (Arai &
Takemoto, 2007) and as elongated Cpx segregations in
ODP Site 920 dunites. In addition, Girardeau &
Francheteau (1993) have reported three plagioclase wehrlites associated with a large suite of harzburgites from
Hess Deep that appear mineralogically and genetically
equivalent to the Oman plagioclase wehrlites. Although
these samples demonstrate that wehrlitic rocks may form
by melt^rock reaction with peridotite or dunite in the
lower crust and shallow mantle at ocean ridges
(Girardeau, 1979; Casey, 1997; Arai & Takemoto, 2007),
they are not equivalent to the massive banded plagioclasefree wehrlites in ophiolite crust^mantle transition zones.
The Adam Dome poikilitic dunites, in particular, are transitional to troctolite, representing ‘gabbroic’ rather than
‘wehrlitic’ impregnations (Fig. 10c and d).
The scarcity of wehrlite in abyssal peridotite^gabbro
suites is a problem for using Oman and other ophiolites as
direct analogues for modern ocean ridges. Whereas many
workers have attributed wehrlites to subduction-related
magmatism (e.g. Ceuleneer & Le Sueur, 2008), Juteau
et al. (1988) have suggested they may represent the last
stages of magmatism at an abandoned ridge axis.
Although wehrlites may be subduction-related, at a dying
spreading center the last melts out of the mantle are probably also highly refractory and dominated by melt^rock
reaction with a no longer ascending refractory mantle. As
noted above, enstatite dissolution may then bring melts
into Cpx saturation, explaining the abundant wehrlites.
The Adam Dome magmatic center may have been dying
out, but mantle upwelling was not, and magmatism
merely shifted to another location beneath the paleo-ridge
axisçhence the absence of wehrlite.
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Melt transport and accumulation beneath
transforms
Plagioclase-peridotites are generally abundant in transform fault zones (Fig. 3), and at a few localities, such as
the Romanche FZ, contain large volumes of plagioclase
(2^18 vol. %) (Dick, 1989; Seyler & Bonatti, 1997;
Tartarotti et al., 2002). Where they occur, it is often hard
to find a sample not impregnated by plagioclase. This mirrors the situation in ophiolites, where most peridotite is
plagioclase-free harzburgite, but more rarely plagioclase
lherzolite is abundant, as at the Trinity Ophiolite in
California (e.g. Quick, 1980, 1981a; Ceuleneer & Le Sueur,
2008), the Lanzo Massif in Italy (e.g. Boudier & Nicolas,
1972; Piccardo et al., 2006), and the Othris Peridotite in
Greece (e.g. Menzies, 1973; Dijkstra et al., 2001). At Othris
it has been proposed that melt is locally trapped as a
result of the influence of a transform (Dijkstra et al., 2001).
Until now, there have been few data to directly compare
in situ transform and sub-axial mantle environments.
Based on the scarcity of plagioclase peridotite in the main
Kane core complex, compared with transforms in general,
plagioclase peridotites appear to be significantly more
abundant in the latter. Dunites indicative of focused shallow melt flow are also rare at transforms. Thus, it would
seem that melt transport through the mantle at transforms
is inefficient and that, not infrequently, what little melt is
produced there finally back-impregnates the surrounding
mantle. This local interstitial pooling of aggregate MORB
at the asthenosphere^lithosphere boundary and the formation of plagioclase peridotite is probably due to dilation of
the mantle during corner flow at the plate boundary
(Rabinowicz et al., 1987).
A scarcity of dunite near transforms argues that they do
not generally predate the ridge-melting event. Moreover,
the abundance of plagioclase peridotite and scarcity of
dunite in transforms raises the possibility that dunite formation beneath ocean ridges is largely a shallow phenomenon, and that aggregation of MORB may not require
deep dunite channels. Instead, this may occur, in part, in
local zones of depleted harzburgite transitional to dunite
(Dick, 1989).
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